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INTRODUCTION
THE RELIEF
In early 1948, growing concern over the threat posed by the Soviet Union
prompted Secretary of Defense James V. Forrestal to query each military service
regarding its operational plans and capabilities. In the Air Force, the responsibility for
answering the secretary's inquiries rested with General Lauris Norstad, Deputy Chief

of Staff for Operations.

But although he could present Forrestal with ready

assessments of fighter and airlift capabilities, Norstad had reservations concerning the
Air Force's strategic bombardment units. Lately he had received disturbing reports
regarding the readiness of St-ategic Air Command (SAC). Recognizing how critical it
was that he provide Forrestal accurate information, Norstad dispatched Brigadier
Generals Charles A. Lindbergh and Paul W. Tibbets, the pilot of the aircraft which
dropped the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima, to evaluate his concerns.
After just three days at SAC the two men returned to Air Force Headquarters to
present their preliminary findings. Lindbergh spoke with General Norstad first. His
conclusions confirmed the operations chief's fears. "In general," Lindbergh observed,
"personnel are not sufficiently experienced in their primary mission."'

After

Lindbergh completed his report, Norstad called Tibbets into his office. "What did you
learn?" the deputy asked.
"General, I learned a whole lot," replied Tibbets.

"I've got my opinions. I

can't prove anything that I tell you."

1. Charles A. Lindbergh, Report to General Vandenberg," 14 September 1948, 2, quoted in
Haffy R. Borowslk, A Hollow Threaw: ShaegicAir Power and CoantainmentBefore Korea (Westport,
Comnecticut: Greenwood Press, 1982), 146.
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"Paul," Norstad counseled, "you don't have to prove it. What did you come up
with as a finding?"
Norstad's prodding convinced Tibbets to be direct. "There isn't anybody out
there that knows what the hell they are doing," Tibbets began. "The crews don't know
how to fly an airplane. The staff officers don't know what they are doing."2
The reports of Lindbergh and Tibbets deeply distressed General Norstad, and he
immediately shared their findings with his close friend, General Hoyt S. Vandenberg,
the Air Force Chief of Staff.3 After a mid-1948 meeting with Secretary Forrestal,
Norstad gave Vandenberg a strong recommendation.

The operations chief placed

ultimate responsibility for SAC's poor condition on its commander, General George C.
Kenney.

*You're gonna have to make a change in [the] Strategic Air Command

Commander," advised Norstad.
The deputy's statement apparently caught the Chief of Staff off guard. After a
brief pause, he responded with a question.

"Who should I put in there?" asked

Vandenberg.
"Well," Norstad replied, "who would you put in there in time--in case--of

war?"
Vandenberg answered immediately: "LeMay."
Betraying the degree of urgency with which he regarded SAC's present crisis,
Norstad admonished his superior: "You better put him in there now because its too late

2. The above dialogue comes from Paul W. Tibbets, Interview by James S. Howard, Maxwell

Air Force Base, Alabama, 7 February 1985, USAF Oral History Interview 1634, transcript, 44.
Tibbet's account has General Nathan F. Twining in place of General Norstad. This, however, seems an
unlikely scenarioas Twining was then serving as the commander of Air Material Command. It is
doubtful that he would have had anything to do with an investigation of SAC's combat readiness.
Additionally, Lindbergh most definitely reported to General Norstad, and Tibbet's mentions talking
briefly with Lindbergh outside "Twining's" office prior to giving his report.
3. Norstad and Vandenberg had roomed together during World War II. Lauris Norstad,
Interview by Edgar F. Puryear, location unknown, 22 August 1977, USAF Oral History Interview 1473,
transcript, 10.
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after the war starts to get SAC in shape.'4 Vandenberg agreed. It had taken Norstad
only fifteen minutes to convince him to reassign Kenney from command of SAC to Air
University, and to replace him with Lieutenant General Curtis E. LeMay. 5
II
Several factors enabled Vandenberg to reach his final decision so quickly. The
Air Force leadership had suspected that problems existed in SAC since March 1948.
Noting the command's low number of operational aircraft, General Carl A. Spaatz,
Vandenberg's predecessor, wrote to General Kenney that this "may be symptomatic of
other difficulties such as below standard organizational training."'6 Kenney, however,
had not taken an active role in SAC's training program. His superiors had encouraged
him to spend much of his time on the publicity circuit, and the responsibility for
runnig SAC's day-to-day operations, including training, had fallen to Kenney's deputy
commander, Lieutenant General Clements McMullen.
Kenney had tapped McMullen as the SAC deputy because of his reputation for
efficiency. The SAC commander believed that McMullen could use his background in
logistics and administration to increase the command's combat capability and improve
readiness. 7 Almost immediately after he reported to SAC, the new deputy commander
began "to reorganize the command, trim manpower at all levels, and centralize
command jurisdiction."

Some of McMullen's efforts did improve efficiency.

For

example, his reorganization of SAC Headquarters resulted in a reduction in the number

4. The above dialogue is based on J. B. Montgomery, Interview by Harry Borowski, location
unknown, 14 July 1975, cassette tape, Series II, Box 2, Borowski Papers. This conversation is also
recounted in Borowski, 148-49.
5. Norstad, Puryear interview, 11.

6. Letter, Spatz to Kenney, 2 March 1948, quoted in Borowski, 145.
7. Borowski, 58-59.

4
of staff elements from twenty-three to six.efficiency, however, failed.

McMullen's other attempts to increase

Perhaps the most infamous of these endeavors was the

deputy commander's cross-training program.
The low level of authorized military manpower which characterized the
immediate postwar period caused McMullen to perceive a need for modification of
SAC's training program.

Unfortunately, the deputy's answer to the problem was to

qualify all flying officers for multiple aircrew positions. Pilots should learn to perform
the duties of both navigators and bombardiers, and vice versa. McMullen believed this
would allow him to reduce the required number of officers per aircraft from five to
three, and that this, in turn, would enable him to cut squadron officer strengths by one
third. 9
When McMullen implemented his cross-training program in early 1948, he
devastated unit morale and readiness.

"The net result [of cross-training] was that he

didn't have anybody who could do anything," one officer recalled. 10 Indeed, in his
final report Lindbergh identified McMullen's effort as a pernicious influence:
intensive cross-training program .
primary mission.""

"an

. [has] seriously interfered with training the

Little wonder, then, that SAC personnel assigned their deputy

commander the ignominious nick-name of "Cement-head McMullen."'

2

Of course, other factors limited SAC's operational readiness in 1948.

The

personnel shortage, which McMullen intended his cross-training program to address,
did exist. Budgetary constraints limited not only manpower levels, but also the quality

8. J. C. Hopkins and Sheldon A. Goldberg, Development of StrategicAir Command, 19461976 (Omaha: Office of the Historian, Strategic Air Command, 1976), 8.
9. Borowski, 58-59.
10. Tibbets, Howard interview, 43.

11. Lindbergh report, quoted in Borowski, 146.
12. Tibbets, Howard interview, 43.
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Sand quantity of SAC's equipment.13 Nonetheless, McMullen's policy of cross-training,
coupled with other misguided personnel programs, had a significant effect.

For

instance, the deputy instituted discriminatory policies against non-flight rated officers,
attempting to limit severely their numbers in SAC. This policy forced flying officers to
man support units and ravaged both unit and individual morale. McMullen, the master
of efficiency, initiated profoundly inefficient policies.14

SAC Headquarters also neglected its operations and planning responsibilities.
One former SAC pilot recalled that if ordered to attack the Soviet Union, "[w]e had a
list of targets, but apparently someone was going to assign us [which] targets [we were
to attack] before we took off."15 The new operations officer under General LeMay
remembered his initial encounter with his predecessor's "very sketchy, very weak" war
plan. "Mhe officer that brought it over to show it to me the first time... had it in
his pocket." He later offered an evaluation of SAC in 1948: "The problem with the
McMullen regime [was that] it wasn't pointed toward the goal of getting airplanes and
crews that could take bombs across the seas and bomb targets in Russia.""6 Despite his
frequent absences from SAC Headquarters, responsibility for his command's
performance rested with General Kenney. SAC's lack of capability, especially in the
face of increasing Soviet intransigence in Berlin, could alone justify Vandenberg's
decision to relieve Kenney.17 Nonetheless, other factors, such as Kenney's personality,
merit consideration.

13. Borowski, 149-150.
14. Montgomery, Borowski interview.
15. "Rlnember that this was the wartime method of the past.' C. S. Irvine, Interview by
Robert M. Kipp, March Air Force Base, California, 17 December 1970, USAF Oral History Interview
734, transcript, 22.
16. Montgomery, Borowski interview.
17. Borowski, 149.
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In 1928, a flight surgeon at Langley Field prepared a psychological profile of

Captain George C. Kenney. He described the future general as a "[sltable introvert,
controlled hypertension type, creative, stubborn, strongly egoistic but plays fair,
imaginative, optimistic, self-reliant,... [possessing a] durable personality."

Kenney

manifested these traits repeatedly throughout his career. When assessing the causes of
his relief from command of SAC, one cannot ignore the impact they had on his
personal relationships with the leadership of the Air Force. This thesis examines this
effect through a biographical profile of Kenney's military career, beginning with his
enlistment in the Army at the outbreak of America's involvement in World War I.
Upon completing flight training, Kenney received his commission and reported
for duty on the Western Front with several other future generals.

After the war,

however, Kenney worked in virtual isolation from other important members of the Air
Service. While Henry H. -Hap- Arnold, Carl A. "Tooey" Spaatz, and Ira C. Eaker
found themselves assigned together throughout the interwar period, Kenney had only
brief encounters with these contemporaries. At the Air Corps Tactical School in 19291930, Kenney further distanced himself from the mainstream of the Air Corps through
his advocacy of attack aviation.

Kenney's zealousness for his favorite subject was

exceeded only by that of other air officers for strategic bombing. Following this
assignment, the recalcitrant Kenney was separated from the mainstream not only
intellectually but also physically. In 1936, the War Department assigned Kenney to the
Infantry School at Fort Benning, Georgia, a less than coveted assignment for any
airman.

World War U proved a severe test of Kenney's interpersonal skills. Eventually
assigned as the air commander in the Southwest Pacific Area, Kenney had several sharp
18. The original source of this profile is not known. Kenney's papers contain a typescript of

lbs opinion, but it is without any authenticating notations. Consequently, the genuineness of this
documet cannot be confirmed. Nonetheless, it presents a picture of Kenney which fully corresponds
with his behavior. Flight Surgeon's opinion on George Kenney (Langley Field-1928)," AFHRC

#168.7103-26. Kenney Papers.
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disagreements with Hap Arnold, now commanding general of the Army Air Forces
(AAF). The Pacific was a secondary theatre with respect to Europe, and as such its
conmmanders had to beg constantly for the required men and materiel.

The most

serious wartime altercation between Generals Kenney and Arnold erupted over the
employment of the B-29 Superfortress. Kenney wanted the B-29 primarily for tactical
operations in his theatre. Arnold, however, favored a purely strategic utilization of the
new heavy bomber.

The air chief fought off each of Kenney's attempts to wrest

control of the bomber from the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The strained courtesy between Kenney and Arnold contrasts sharply with the
relationship of the Southwest Pacific airman and his theatre commander, the imperious
General Douglas MacArthur. The entrance of this flamboyant and charismatic leader
into the matrix of interpersonal relations had a significant impact on Kenney's comity
with others.

Kenney always offered his primary loyalty to MacArthur, creating a

significant amount of friction between the Pacific airman and his AAF bosses.
After the Second World War, the air force leadership twice passed over Kenney
for the position of commanding general. Eventually, the War Department assigned him
as commander of Strategic Air Command, but this was not his only duty. Kenney also
served as a U.S. military representative to the United Nations, where he expected to
play a role in the development of a global air force. Following this assignment, air
leaders encouraged the loquacious Kenney to accept as many speaking invitations as
possible, each time to promote a separate air force.

These additional duties kept

Kenney away from his primary responsibilities at SAC, and few of his contemporaries
warned him about his negligent behavior.
Certainly the poor state of affairs at SAC had a major impact on Vandenberg's
decision to relieve its commander. Kenney had failed to attend to his command to the
degree the postwar challenges of fiscal discipline and a growing threat of Soviet
belligernce required. Nonetheless, one cannot ignore the effect of Kenney's "stubborn

8

(aud] strongly egoistic' personality on his relationships with other Air Force officers.' 9
By tracing Kenney's military career, this thesis seeks to determine the degree to which
Kenney's character and temperament affected these relationships, and their relative
contribution to his eventual reassignment to Air University.

19. Ibid.
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FOUNDATIONS OF A CR
On 2 June 1917, at the age of 27, George C. KFmney ealisted in the Aviation

Instituie of Technology.'

Section, Signal Carp Rewave, at the
began fight training 1cm than two months la
the expert tutelage of famed aviator Beut Amo.

He

at Hazeihurst Meld, Long Island, under
The nrftr

initidly experenced

-m diffmit in truang Kinny, u the fur gna pfomed

s frt tree

lndings withot the benefit of an uming engine. Acosta lambasted hi sudent after
the first lading: "WaM's the idea of coming the dead sfiW" he asked. Kenney
reled indignantly, *Liftn,Bert, ay damned fool can land it if the motor is running.
I just wanted to see what would happM in case the motor quit.' 2 Despite this shaky

beginning, however, Knmny completd th required twenty hour of fligt Maning and
on 5 November 1917 received his commission as a first lieutenant of the Signal Corps
Resem with the rating of military aj
14th Foreign Detachment

. Two week later, he and the rest of the

t sail for France and service on the Westn Front.3

KannCy repote for advanced fliht training at Issodun, France, whr he first
encounterd a young instructor by the name of Tooey Spwatz.

Their first meeting

1. Miliby Seu~ia SUnY, AFERC 0168.7103-2 pL 2, Kmqw Pqiuu; Georg c. Kamy,
ataviw by Mumvi Sowhy, kelam mkMwM, 25 hmy 1967, USAF Oal HidaY ntre 747,

ftwswi,

I.

2. Omp C. K•my, herviow by7 1

C. Eadlhff, Bay Hbaro Mulk, prida, 10-21

-, 13. See do Hum S. Wo, -Mw Grent
06, -muc
Augut 1974, USAF Oranl Hbiy Irvw
irFuW(Wafitk
Offic of Air
Jmvao," in Jan L. Fidwe, e.. NbWM dfW Ux"bd &w

Fawc Biary, 1987), 128.
3. Mi•wy Swie Sm

.
9

10
FutedP a laud ig mpression in Memmaef mind. Second Lamatenant Spaat ordered
Kenney to reader him a salute, as instlructors at Issdun had temporary authority ome
thei students regardless of MsL Kenney, hovwer, balked at the order:

'Wellp

goddamn you, I am a &Ufirstllnmaot, and you are a second. Snap to It" Spmatz then
repeated his request, to which Kinney respoded by ordering a formaition of me
forward, runngn the initructor off doe sidewalk The end remdL* Spooty's unice peel
boots, all nice and shiny, all went to hel In fth mud.- and Kenney received ten
demerits for refuuing to recognize the instructor's authority.'

His insborination

--t itstanding, Kenney graduated fin. Jamodun and susqetyreported to the 91st

Aero Squadron, stationed in Amanty. Befrew the end of the war in November 1918,
Kenney had downed two German aircrft and earned both the Di tnguished Service
Cross and the Silver Star. 5
Promoted to captain on 3 March 1919, Kenney returned to the United States
four months later to command the 90th Amr Squadron at Kelly Field, Texas. Here. he
first met James E. Dooltte, already dem-nstrating his chrceitcbravado in the
aicattest program.' The War Department net assigned Kenney as aComanding
Office and 00lot of the 8th Aer Squadron at McWlln, Texas, whate he demontae
his innovative spirt by developing a new cm

nication network using aircraft on

border patrol misM.7

4. Kianiny, Hmdauffinvisw, 17-13.
S. Miliuazy Service Sususy Buonsmm S.Wak, ogrg. C. KmnuWey MacArthur. houni
t
Ainus6 in Wilima M. Leey, ed.. We XWHa Plasm. McaoinhwaI Camonadww and she D91 ofea
lbs Uivu~usy Pns. of Kiauucky, 1IM), 39. Woak nows that Kmmy
Jqaus, 1942-1945 (Lsuhogt
be
served n squadu. coamnde of th 919, bog Km.sys Mffily Serice 8ousu..y indicam dudn
became emy afl~ig caunsr. Givem, that the Su...my we in Kamy' poussesuin sed dot be had
thbe imiveda uquedadommoandur.
smiliseporn .- seio-k orucla -toit, it meusmA dudkal
6. Komy, Hiudarff Wrvilmu, 103-4.
7. Miiazy Seevice Sinmy.
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In July, Uh War Dqeuatment reassigned Kenney to Camp Kn. , Kentucky,
where h served as the air detachment commander. Hee he again demonstrated his

capacity for innovation, developing a new system for th spotting of artillery fire.
Following this assignment Kenney served at McCook Field, near Dayton, Ohio, as a
student in the Air Service Pnineering School from November 1920 to July 1921.'

Lieumnant Doolittle arived a short time la,

one or two classes behind Keney.'

After graduating from Uth McCook progrm,, Kenney became Uth government
resentative at do Curds Airplane factory at Garden City, IAPg Island. From 1923
to 1924, he returned to McCook Field as dt Chief of the Inspection and Factory

Sections of tht Air Service Engineering Division. Hemr Kenney assisted in the first
outer wing mounting of machine guns, efiminatin

the problem inheren

in

synhrnizngfire through Uth propeller arc. In 1925, Kenney's de-onstrafed capacity
for impoviqstion led th War Department to assign him to th Air Corps Tactical
School (ACrS) at Langley Field, Virginia, where promising young air officers honed
their understanding of aerial warfare.1o
Although ft

Air Corps recognized Kenny's promise, his early career

developed in isolation from those who would become his World War H Air Corps
peers. In 1918, the War Department assigned Major Tooey Spaatz, Lieutenant Ira

vaker,
and Lieutenant Jimmy Doolittle to Rokwd

l Field, San Diego, where they

served under t thirty-two year old commanding officer, Colonel Hap Arnold."
Baker worked as the Assistant Adjutant under Spatz, a 1914 graduate of the United

S. bi.

9. ,amy, Hmfwffiurvisw, 104.
10. ma" smice S.mMY.

11. Ja
60; In C. BEkn,

EL Dowlid, ICUdN ,wBu•S.LyAgain(New Yoda BanmBook. 1991),
.m.i. of Six Air aiW&, Put %,-Aepw Haim,
De=m=bu 1973, 191.
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States Military Academy and Armnd's amw opA
wings in 1916 and ue

s officer.12 Spaatz had earned his

served under Gmeneal John J. Pershing as a member of

t

the lst Aero Squadron, attached to the Puitiive Expedition against Mexico. In 1917,

Sptrported to Franc,

first for =vice at Issodun and later a a squadron

commander at the Front. The War Department assigned him to Rockwell Field
r the war.'1
atey
In 1920, while still at Roc-well, Arnold reverted from his temporary rank of
colonel to his permanent grade, captain. Spaatz had earned the temporary rank of
major while in combat, and thus by law kept his insignia.

On the day that this

juxtaposition of uVero and subordinate occurred, Arnold went to work early, moved

his belongings to Spmatz's old office, and transferred Spatz's to his. When Spaatz
arrived at work that day he felt "aghast- md went straight to the commanding general
to request a transfer so that Arnold could keg his position.' 4 Such thoughtful actions

provided the basis for a lastin friendshi.
Spaatz backed up his amiable personality with military competenci.

In August

1922, Brigadier General Willim Billy" Mitchell, one of only two generals in the Air

Corps, visited Spaatz at his new command. The general kept Spaatz's 1st Pursuit
Group in the air every day during his stay.

After the visit, Mitchell reported on

Spaatz's performance to Major General Mason W. Patrick, Chief of the Air Corps: "I

don't think we could have a better commanding officer of this group.a's
A year later, Spaatz found himsel waiting for a return visit from Mitchell. The
general had planned to review Spaatz's troops, but a crash in the Ohio River caused a

12. Abd.
13. BEkw, "Memaies, 192.
14. iBmy L Arold, GlobaulMkia

addwA
d

(Now Yofk Hupr ad Brodhmo, 1949), 99.

15. LAew, Mimchdl to Pauk, 3 Ausu 1922, quse in Ricad 0. DAvis, CoriA. ,5paa
Wark
Wix EWWp, Whizzt*a. Cuth'for Ar F•Pore Hkiy, 1993, 17.

*
*

~~delay.
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On heaing of this Spuan dismissed his ame for the day. When Mitchell

arrived sometime later, he immediately demanded the Ihesebouts of the formation for
rae.Speaat responded, 'Generall, I'll have the men hure ready for review just as
soon as you put on a dry uniform.'* Mitchell could not help but laugh."1
By 1923 the damp general had already made a name for himself. Mitchell had
long agitated both Congress and the War Department for a separate Air Department,
constantly stressing the superiority of airpower to land and naval force.

While many

knew of the vocal air genezal, however, few claimed him as a frend.
Spaatz counted himself among fth few, as did Hap Arnold, who first met
Mhitchell in Washington in 1912.

First Lieutenant Arnold had translated incmin

reports from the Turko-Balkan War for Mitchell, then only a captain. Combatants had
experimented with bombing from their antiquated aircraft, which naturally aroused
Mitchell's interest. In 1913, Mitchell and Arnold testified. together on airpower before
die Mlitary AffairsCommittee of the House of Repreentatives.' 7
During his years in Washington, Arnold met another man who would later exert
a profound influenc

on hIns life:

Douglas MacArthur."'

Mitchell also knew

MacArthur, fte two having grown up near each other in Milwaukee. Their parents
shared a close friendship which brought their families into repeated contact. Indeed,
while a lieutenant, MacArthur dated one of Billy Mitchell's sisters, writing a poem for
her on fte back of a place card: "Fair western girl with lif a whirl / Of love and
fancy free / TIls thee I love / All things above / Why wilt thou not love me?"'9
16. uaImc Dan Levine, Mdield
Company, 1944), 287.

NlrPoium qPAbpow (Now Yo&k lbe Worl Pubishing

17. CaSmp., Ebourn, Commninb an Milary Afarn, Affnawiasin
Lawh Amwy: Hearig Weore
63td Cuing., Ist Sea., 12 August 1913.

Mhe Cosnum oneMWkAay 4ffis,

18. Arnold 152.
19. *Camtary to a boi of pulialid shaen, hovwwr, William ad Diugi. did no grow up
Uwsogd, ad &ae
euly naap.ewa was mainly becus of do.deeper ti. between &hiperents.
James, 65. Se.alo Levine, 9, 72.
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TMefiendly acquai

c between MacArthur and Mitchell continued during

the 1920s. One exmpe serves to demnstrate not only MacArthur's rqeard for
Mitchell, but also the fOnmer's early appreciation of airpower. Shortly after becoming
supeineden of West Point, MacArhur invited Mitchell to address the corps of
cadets on the uses of aviation dunng the recent war. Never one to turn down an

opportunity to speak, Mitchell accepted.20
Events during 1925 tested the sIrength of the ties between these two men. In
that year, President Calvin Coolidge ordered the court-martial of General Mitchell,

accusing him of conduct prejudicia to the good order and discipline of the Army.
Mitchell had publicly charged the -bungling amateurs of the Navy Department with
"incompetency, criminal negligence, and almost treasonous administratio-" of the
national defense after the crash of the naval airship SWwadah. The War Department
called Mitchell's statements "utterances contemptuus of his superiors and the War and
Navy Departments," therefore constitut

insuborinnation. 21

Mitchell's childhood

acquainance, Douglas MacArthur, found himself appointed to the court which would
try the recalcitrant air general.

During the interwar period, many in the Air Corips shared Billy Mitchell's

appr

t=ion of airpowe's potential.

Departmen

had neglected t

Tme an• airmen also agreed that the War

air arm and that this had hampered the overall

effectiveness of the militar establishment. They favored the creation of a separate air
department as a means for correcting this deficiency. But while Mitchell and his most

20. Lavin% 9, 72.
21. New York Dvma, 18 Duamuer 1925, 22 (dmcbrg); 1 Ocobew 1925, 1 (Mitchell's
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zealous supporters engaged in diaet co•f

•ati with the War Department General

Staff in order to obtain their end, others viewed this strategy as counter-productive. 22
"Thissecond group of airmen, led by Benjamin D. Foulois, recognized that the

Army would further air interests only if afforded a certain degree of consideation.
Two factors guided War Department behavior the budget for the air forces could not
increase at the expense of ground units, and the general staff would not allow the Air
Corps to gain any autonomy beyond its control.

3

Foulois, who served as Chief of the

Air Corps from 1931-1935, believed that, given these constraints, the air arm could
"have lost a number of years in [its] development just due to Billy's tactics at that

time.02

While Foulois himself utilized confrontational tactics during his first two

years as chief, the resultant sedtb

quickly reaffirmed his faith in working within the

system. A preference for tactful argumentation, however, does not imply that Foulois
and his followers remained any less committed than Mitchell to the creation of a

separate air arm.?
Even the reserved Foulois saw the trial of Billy Mitchell as damaging to the Air
Corps cause. For many others Mitchell's court-martial meant much more. Ostensibly

concerning only military offenses, the trial came to symbolize the military
establishment's alleged repression of the Air Corps. For Mitchell himself, the courtmartial offered a wide-reaching pulpit from which he could preach the merits of
airpower. Reporters quickly noted that his trial had become a public hearing on the

o
22. odm F. ShiMw, FoudoL

d the A-my Air Cwopi, 1931-1935 (WsAitu

Office of Air

Form Hiuoy, 1983), 2S6-265.

23. I•b., 258.
24. Benjuza D. Foulac bIvikw by Alfed Goberg, o•amn wbom, Deceuber 195,
USAF Ond Hiuy htuMiw 766, trump, 56.

25. SMinor, 256-265.
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state of American air foorps, and airmen from around the country descended on
Washington, D.C., to lend auport to their idol.?
Yet Georg Kenney, stationed at ACTS in nearby Langley, Virgina, chose not

to attend.

7

Kenney later claimed to 'belong to the crowd that klolized Billy MitchelL"

As he put it, '[h1f Billy Mitchell said the moon was made out of gree cheese, it was
made out of green cheese .....

After the war, Kenney had quietly worked for a

separate air department, "[wkriting bills and

holing co

esm-trying to help

Billy put the thing across.*'2 In admitting the unobtrusive nature of the support which
he offered his 'idol,* however, Kenney betrayed that he did not in actuality belong in
the ranks of Mitchell's most zealous apostles. His behavior instead marked him as

being more inclined toward Foulois' reserved style of agitation. Kenney's conspicuous
absence from Mitchell's trial surely suggested those who put their careers on the line
on the witness stand that he did not share their same level of commitment to the
airpower cause.

Despite a warning from General Mason Patrick, Chief of the Air Corps, that
they *must be very careful or [they] might jeopardize [their] entire military careers,"
Arnold inspired Spaatz and Ea

to assist Mitchell.2

After talking it over, they

decided that only the two most senior officers would testify?30 General Patrick had
previously instructed Ba

26. New York Thm,

to 'assure that Mitchell got the records he needed for his

11 November 1925, 22.

27. Doolittle, 296; NAm York Thu.,, 28 October to 18 December 1925, pamuim.

28. Kamy, Hkinof inmeiew, 34; Kamy, Stanuy beiew, 8-9.
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defense.'

aler recalled working with Arnold and Spam during the trail: *We sort

of made a team, coming to Michell's aid... [We] worked a lot together at night,

getting ficts and figures, and makin sugestions about ft questions he should ask of
the witnesses."n
MitcJl readily admitted making certain remarks critical of the War and Navy
Departmets. In his defense, he questions the procution's contention that his words
were improper. In making this challenge, Mitchell attempted to prove the validity of
his statements, in effect placing the War Department on trial for its neglect of the air
forces?' In pursuit of this goal, Arnold took the witness stand on 10 November and
testified that only 12 of the 517 recent Air Corps deaths due to airplane crashes had
occurred in new aircraft.

The remainder of the fatalities had occurred in antiquated

World War I-vintage planes. Arnold closed his testimony with a stinging indictment of
the War Department, declaring that America's development of airpower lagged far
34
behind that of leading European nations.

Arnold's testimony certainly benefited the defense, but Spaatz scored even more
points in Mitchell's favor. At one point the defese counsel.asked Spaatz whether he
believed -that the

mganization of the tactical units of the Air Service [was] being

retarded by the War Department.-

The prosecutor -leaped to his feet- to object, but

"[bNefore he could utter a word* Spaatz intoned an unequivocal -I do.'

Hearing this

response, "the crowd in the courtroom roared. "0

31. BEar, Mamw itwview, 29; In C. Baker, Memowd
Aaspac Htrl1a, Jun. 1973, 58.

of Six Air Chief, part I,

32. Ia EBar, ikaoview by Joe B. Grin, 25 Jmmy 1972, U.S. Military H,iary atitut,
Caisle Barrak, Pmuuyva quoted in Pwau, 46-7.
33. New York fabn, 31 Odobe 1925, 10.
34. AU., 11 November 1925, 2.
35. Jbid., 10 November 1925, 1-2.
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The audacio

airmen who took ft stand in Mitchell's defese did not capture

all the atmtio of ft obsmev in the coutom, however. Reporters noted the
ncha eist reticence of Douglas MacAftur, who did not break his silence during
weeks of proceedings'

ft sev

Mitchell, too, described MwaArthur as stoically

observing ft poceedings from ft bench, "his features cold as stone.'" Despie this
demeanor, "[fJor a m tion ...

whenever MacArthr's name was mentioned in Air

Corps circles, it was recalled that he had been a member of that court."w
To no one's surprise, the court found Mitchell guilty. It sentenced him to four

years in the District of Columbia at half pay, with those four years not to count toward
promotion.

The air officer promptly resigned."

Only years later did MacArthur

reveal that he had voted against dt court majority and in favor of Billy Mitchel.40

if
Just prior to ft court-martial of Billy Mitchell, Spatz had tesified before the
House Military Affairs Commimtee on the issue of an independent air arm. After the

trial, he continued to activey pursue icreased Air Corps autonomy, testifying before a
oalcommitt#es and independent boards. 4 ' In 1929, Eake
vast array of Conres
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joined Spsatz for a publicity fligh as a pilot on board the aircraft 'Question Mark.'
On this flight the airmnen used in-flight refuefin to at a new endurance record142
The most significant gains in air autonomy, however, resulted from an
occurrence entirely unrelated to Spsazf's efforts. On 21 November 1930, President
Hubert Hoover appointed General. Do~uga MacArthur Chief of Staff of the United
State Army.3

Despite the imposition of the court-martial five years earlier,

MacArthur and Mitchell remained close acuaintances Shotly after taking office, the
Chief of Staff wrote to his childhood compatriot hoping to set up a hunting trip.
MacArthur closed the letter with a shot of humor:. "I am aftai you winl have to tie the
ducks down and mark them with my name but I will certainly enjoy it.'"4
The two men maintained a professional regard for each other as well. Mitchell,
who had remained active in agitating for a separate air service, wrote Arnold in
February 1931:
There was nothing done by Conress for air at this sessiion. The navy,
however, did not get the coast defence [Ic] away from the am.... . . Iff
Douglas MacArthur had not been there as Chief of Staff, I think they might
have put it over. Thiere is a much better set up in the war department [sic] than

there used to be. 045

While Mitchell, could have blamed the lack of favorable activity on MacArthur, he
instead took the opportunity to credit him for the lack of wplwrable activity.
During this time, Hap Arnold returned to San Diego to, become the comandn
officer of March Field. He called on Major Spaatz to serve as his executive officer,
recalling that together they made a 'strong team.' 4'

Ira Eake joined them in

42. 1. C. Beker, Jnluvkw by Richad Tobin, loutiao uuakmwn, Match 1974, USAFA 0.1
Hiloty Intwisw, Degutment of Me~aty, k-,cip6- 3.
43. Kaumy, MwAvtw, 22.

"4. Leter,

MacAsiu to MildadI, 1931,

quoted in Levisis, p 386487.

45. Lettec, Mitduel to Arnold, Febimy 1931, quoted in Levine, 387.
46. Arnold 133.
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Septuber 1933 as comnmnder of the 34th Purazi Squadron. While theme, fth thre

men ohe

took dme to go flying o

joy re*eation tedmar.

Indeed, Arnold and

Eaker had pms gofiag in 1934 when Spatz called from Washington to inform them
dta the Air Corps had acquid a ew mimin

to cry de mal. Arold mined
r lm r dewscried his rmtaor's

eqsponsibi•ty for aU rxs on the Wedt

at. B

selection of persomel for th now mid

am ld lem t of ta so'w n, te sme

called 'Arnold's boys' ocu

amin.'

Wbhie Spatz testfied and Arnol mubilized, George Kenney hed a variety of
sff positions, but noie of these amsgnm

placed him in close conatct with his

futur peers. Nonetfless, his camer continued to follow th pah reseved for highly-

qumled officers wit recognized potidaL.
attend

Al the requiite schools, incldi

r

e l920s an

th teO Cmmand an

190d, Kaney
General Staff

School and Army War Cllege.* In 1927, he again repo;tep to the Air Corp Tactical
School, this time for duty a an fis°ucr.'
Most of Kenney's lectures at ACMS concerned attack aviation, which interested
him more than any othe methd of afrft employmest. He had first conceived his
ideas Onthe subject durn World War I, whm he I
was much s

than being up high.'S 2

that 'flying at low altitude

At ACMS, Kenney conducted a smies of

twenty-two conference classes on the subject, leading his students from the birth of

attack aviation in the "trench stiafng of World War I to the conclusion that -attack

47. Babe, Mmmr inkuview, 30.
48.

k,,., Tobia imhview, 26.

49. Wok, -Kmy," 90.
50. Mlitry Siviio Smay.
51. Kamy, Sthaky iMwte, 6.
52. Kammuy, Haidarif imauviow, 35.
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y is odd sv"rywhuw", DaqiM this pimy hm ,est
however, Kenney

•.aviatiod

law claimed tdt he kt the emphasis an the long rng bomber was *relly not
enough."s4 Kinney had even corrmectedthd transklamd
dh Air owned by ACrs."

Cmxauud
•f

Langley indicates

of the copy of Guijo Douhet's

Still, the record of Kemney's lectures at

dearly that his main interest while at the Tactical School was not

strategic bmbd---, but ratherattack aviatio.
Noneteesd

s, seval Air Corps leaders appaated Kenney's enthusiasm and

energy. In 1933, he oem

for duty in the Plans Division in the office of the Chief

of the Air Corps, Goad Foulois. Two yea hwer, the War Deattmnt created the
Gena

Headqurmters (GHQ) Air Fore,

a mi-indepaden combat air arm, and

appointed Brigadier Genial Frank AL Andrews = its commander. Andrews requested
that Kenney ove as his Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations and Training.- In this
capacity, Kinney was resosible for getting GHQ Air Force combat ready.

He

"wrote al the tables of rgaition, 'detailed, pnned, and axcuted" maneuvers,

and generaly stayed busy. 'Duing the first year,' Kinney recalled, 'I was home at
Langley Field something Him 39 days; the rest of the time [1] was all over the
country."'7

Kenney's tour at GHQ Air Force ended abruptly in 1936. Both he and General
Andrews had supprted ft acquisition of the B-17, a new four-engine bomber opposed
by the Chief of the Air Corps, now bfjo General Oscar Westover.

Addiionaly,

Kinney had participated in the Air Corps' sensational intu=pton of the Italian
53. Os

C. Kemy,,aoW 1w &u mha an AaI

School. APHIC #245.220M3-,
54.
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csmnliaw M6 machio the chagrin of de War Dqmrtnim General Staff.
simiuaed ar anack WOWdot die Air Corps shuld have 1zeq

The

isbility for coasld

defense, no the Navy, and It t-ualP-nd to undermine much of the delicate internervice
coopieration of the Inleaw years.

Although the Air Carps eventoualy decided to

purchase, the B-17 and the Ai afi did not produce the expected fallout, Kenney's
particip•aton in these actvites eualted in his

to live with the
"i"bequent
madle

doughboys at Fort aenning, Georgia, as an hicow at the Infantry School.3
While Kenney relearned how to use a m,

Arnold and Ear busied

themseves by espousing sraegic bombing doctrine." In 1936, tde two men published
their first book, 7Mr Pb

Gowe, which peured much of the docti

Army Air Forces utilized during World War IL 6

tha the

Shortly before the advent of

American inoiwmat in the war, Eaker and Arnold collaborated os two additional

book, Amy Flw and Wlqd Warfr."'
The interest in apWe shown by these two military authors ondy barely
supassed that demonstrated by General MacArthur. In the summer of 1934, the Chief
of Staff berated die snperintendent of Wet Point:

1 have told you on several

occasions that I want an airfield located or scured to be used in conjunctio with the
inshucion at the Militay Academy, and I am becoming impatin with the progress
you have made.°4
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In Ocrae, MawArthur demont---ed his aqwnoa of the equality of air and
pround forces, directing a review of air doctrine *with a view to a broader
uderstanding of the Air Corps place in the scheme of natonal defense and in
and inwemnh prOudic'

expectation of doing away with

Fturdimore, in Janumay 1931 the Chif of Staff reached an informal agreement with

Admiral William V. Putt, C(ie of Naval Operations, on each services' aeial
-

Thn agreeiimt

d the Navy's air role to thos missions directly

reating to fleet movements, and the Air Corps pined the mimsn of coastal de• e,
which it had coveted since the 1920s." Even so, MacArthur's interest in the Air Corps

did not extend to the act offlying its.

As Cai

of Staff, he refused to fly with any

pilot except Ira EalWer. The air officer later recalled that while MacArthur got nauseous
on his furt ride, ma subseque

flights [hje got gree or very pale but wasn't sick

again.*"

Most Air Corps leaders admired MacArthur, and many recognized the
onsiderable talnts of his future airman. But in addition to his knack for improvisation
and a willingness to work hard, Kennm
individua

Fml.u,

had shown himsel an outspoke and satuorn

although General Arnold, who became the new Chief of the

Air Corps after the death of Westover, had removed Kenney form exile at Fort
Beaning, the erstwhile b

beloned mae in the company of officers like

Foulois than the more activist air chief and his prowtgs. 'Arnold always carried his
people with him,

Baker later recalled."

Arnold's "people included Eakr and

63. Mmo, Bipdir Omml C. .LKibome, AC/S, WPD, for do hidof tdo Air Coqps, 21
Decmnber 1934, quobd in W. F. aven md L. L Cam. ls&., The Amnuy Air Fores In World War Il
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Spurn but so KaMns.
foros diii emumx~

Whib die lowr ht imangly an doinnI.. of an independent air

Wied to truulat

~gnfiantacion dicy depeImo

in* am iuzpmumad actvism

For die kind of

un i of airposw, Arnold and his folowers did

better to look lo dhe Army Chief of Staff Gmial Dougls Makcýrhu.

CHAPM1 2
WARTllM EXACBTIONS
The advent of the Second Wodd War threw Kamey'saitresonl r

hips

into high reief. Until 1942, the patern of ineraction between top ainen in th Air
Corps fofowed a fmiiar ptemn.

In 1938, the dewuiting

tuaton in Europe

promped GeWal Arnold, now Chid of the Air Corps, to reasemble his team. He
caied both Ira Baker and Cad Spmtz to Washingon to assist in amaing plans for the
possbe wardme

pansi

of the Air Corps.I Whm Germany invaded Poland in

Septmber 1939, Arad took swift acion, dispathing Spaatz and K

ey to England

and France, respectively, as combat observers. 2
Kenney immaty begn sending Anld deftiled repotsan the. tcnlogy
and tactics of the la~

. His reommen•dations, baed on inteviews with Brtish

and French officus as well as personal obsvations, included upgrading the machine
guns on fiher ah

ft fm .30 caliber to .50 caliber, eliminadng the obervatio

baloon, designin lk-prof fue tanks, arm

plating fight

cockpits, and developng

a fuel-injected engine?3 Upon his return from Europe aftr the fWll of France, Kinney
thought others
to fth

isinterpedhisrecommendafms

I was quotwd as saying we ought

Al our stuff in ft ash Ca.14 Although he denied this charge, Kenney did

1. Ckavm md C., 5:430.
2. DL., 7:410.

3. Memo, Calmd JL ..hdsU,

acg Amuu. Chif of Staff, 0-2, wbj: Air Coup

P mF1um-, -. Y. 1941, 18 Apl 1941, AFHRC #24.501.
4. Kammy, S.Udy imbauvw, 13. -k Pimace i 1940
, Umyl riled odomritazy oleumm
by u--_-- -.'w do do U.S. &imwits Air FPw ldo ta ahma-'It somot of da. for dh. kind of
wa
CGmm w
oing
so have bm" 7b1w, 18 Jumuy 1943, 28.
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S.

*

~~admit that he -uisd hell about [hus rom

dainjuntil we got them going." This

agitation eventually reinlted in an assignment to Uth Air Corps' main enineeing and
design faclity at Wright FHeld, Ohio. Once dunr, Keney continued to "[fight] with
everybody until [he] got hs douff going. Gener~al Arnold and other certainly agreed with Kenney's reci--

-

-ons

After Uth war, die air chief wrMt that -die reports of Spatz Kenney, and Uth others
indicated that while our own tactical school Utories seemed to be generally in accord
with German tactics, most of Uth American airplane were obsobete.* Nonetheless,
Kenney's loud and boisterous manner of eqxpessing his opinions caused the Air Corps
to view his reports with saome skpticism. The air staff receved Spaatz's suggestions,
with his "modest and self-effacing' manner, Much More readiy.7
Although Kenney's sltices upon, his return fm Europe di not draw him
closer to Uti inner circl of Air Corps leadership, neihe did they furthe remove him
from Arnold's counsels.

Kenney remained one of ft air chie's most loyal and

capable subordinates, albeit not to Ut degre of Spamt and Eake.

In ft summer of

1942, however, events conspied to place Arnold and Kenney at incrasing odds.
General Douglas MacArthur, now commander of Uth South~west Pacific Ame (SWPA),
requested a new air commander from Army Air Forc (AAJF) Heduarters. Arnold
sent the SWPA commander a list of three names: General Frank M. Andrews, General
James H. Doolittle, and General Kenney. Andrews, one of the contenders for overall
command of Ute European theaftr, had differences with MacArthur that went back
many year; MacArthur declined his services. Thbe Army general also rejected.Jimmy

S. Kinny, Haudorif fituviaw, 43, 45.
6. Arnold 199.
7. Co*k Akin ud E1

irdviw, 296.
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Doolittle, who lat

specu

dot his 'pub"Hi im

as a s-ca

daredevil racing

pilot got in the way."
MacArthur instead selected Kenney for di. poedLtn
this decision. Kenney nd pwove himself a cop"

Several facmr weighed in

ar oier, unfuaid of innovative

tacticL Of equal iporance, MacArthur knew tf air goad would not detract from
his public imap. Furtemore, McArthur admired Kenney's rebellious personality.
"in tim of war you need a rebel and a sonofabitch,' Kenney recalled McArthur
saying. The airman responded cac

tltically: "1don't mind being called a rebeL."*

Soon after arniving in the Southwest Pacific, Kenney called on his new
commander. After a befintroduction, MacArthur invited Kmey to sit down. Then,
for the next half hour, the SWPA commander vented his frustration with his air force's
perora
%As M]
warmed to the subject, the shortomng became more
and more serous, until finally there was nothing left but an inefficent rabble of
boulevard shock troops.'

While he admitted that the pilots could most likely fly,

MacArthur doubted their ability to find any tagLes. Indeed, he questioned not only the

competence of tie air force personnel, but also their loyalty.10
At this point, Kenney decided to "lay

is] cards a

e table."

Figur•ing

MacArthur a 'big man,* he roe from his chair and began his rebuttal:
I told him that... I knew how to run an air frce as well or better than anyone

ele and... I intended to do a real job. As far as the business of loyalty was
concerned, I added that ...

I would be loyal to him and I would demand [the

same] from everyone under me....

If at any time this could not be

maintained, I would come and tell him so and at that time I would be pacwd up
and ready for the orders sending me back home.

S. DooliFdle, 296.
9. K=Wy, Hudaff Wwnew, 50.

10.

PVffL

MWey disy, WUY fW 29 JY 1942, Kuw Noteboab, AFHRC 0168.7103, Ime
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Mac~rhr listened silenty to Kenneq. When the air ofcrstopped peaidng, the
army general. aproached Keney and pit his arm around tdo latte's shoulder saying,
G~eorge, I think wie are going to get along together all. uight.8"
Even as Ke=ne

took comumad of the SWPA air forces, Washington, had

bestowed secondaRy 3tatu to the PaCific theatre. Arnold wrote President Frankint D.
Roosevelt from Eurpe onI Juno 1942 that *England is the ph=c to win the war. Get
planes and troops over as soon as poflbhL-12 In August 1942, General Spaat becamie
concerned about the diversion of resource to othe theatres

He wrote Arnold of the

grave cosequences of such action: 'The war can be lost and very easily if there is a
aio of our dispesion It can be won and very expedfitiously if our air effort is

contin

massed here and combines its strength with the RAFPIoyal Air Force].-1

As plan

for operation TORCH, the invaso of North Africa, got underway, the scacity of
Personnel and equipment became mom evident.

Nonetheless, the Chief of the Air

Staff, Major General George E. Strateawyer, counseled against diverting resources
from England. He argued that the needed aircraft should instead come from the Pacific
theaftr.

14

By September, Kenney began to get frustrated with what he perceived as
interference from Washingfto.

-He wrote Arnold, 'asksing him to stop his staff from

trying to tell me how to run my show out here.- The air chief agreed tohaUtthe
interference, but Kenney confided to his diary that even if Arnold failed, 'Douglas

11. George C. Kommoy, Owuewi Kwaay Rcporr (Wadahgton: Office of Air Force Hfistory,
1987), 29-30.
12. Arnold Diazy 13: Buiglud, May-ha.e 1942, 2 vole, auty for 1 Juza 1942, Saieus IV, Box
58, Envelope 3, Arnold Papera
13. L~ter, Spnat to Arnold 27 Augui 1942, quote in Doolitle., 306.
14. Lette, Shaat~emyr to Spit,25 Auguu 1942, Arnoldl Paper..
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MacArthur believes in men and will no lt1m1er down.u' By mid-October, fth continued
diversion of resources had brought Kenney's frustrafio to a head. On the 18th, he
wrote sarcastically in his diary that 'between being in a forgotten theafte and being
hijacked by the South Pacific I'm having a good time."'6 A few days later he added
that the South Pacific command (SOPAC) une Admiral Chester 141miz -seem[s] to
think and it looks as though the JCS (Joint Chiefs of Staffl agree that [ther] effort is

the big Show in the PACIFIC."07
The situation prompted Kenney to send a lengthy meoadmto Gleneral
Arnold. He began by telling the air chief that the last letter he had received from
Washington, 'was decidedly dicoragingg,' adding that '[yjour schedule of deliveries of
airplanes for the next nine, months sounded as though you t~hought you were trying to
remind me that this is a defensive theatre.' Kenney did not think that the number of
bombers would prove sufien for him to sustain operations against the Japanese.
Even if 'my luck holds,* Kenney wrote, 'I will steadily gobdow.... If, on the other
hand, my luck should go sour and I get caught on the ground all above bets are off.""
The SWPA airman added several items

to

his list of grievances: the AAP had

udrsimated the strength of the Japanese aircraft industry; bomber crews had arrived
in theaftr without sufficient ftwanig; and the 'business of grabbing off my ten
transports, by fth way, really raised the devil with me.' This diversion of aircraft had
forced MacArthur to cancel plans fow an offensive when Kenney could not guarantee
15. Kamniy diary, 25 sqitunter 1942. Knny had ahabitofblaming Arold. ateff for
certain failings. Adiary nar~y for20 Ociaobr 1942is revealing. *Anold wires me tual can't call the
17th seU
mdtht ogimtmima is Wil in tdo Philippines. Suessa laws a fAmy remsos. He
P-38 squadrom
never saw the mieemag. Samu thdm staff offier though up a new rema to may No. I have a opus
number for a survice squadroa. Just for the fin of it IT ag tho outfi with duat and tba an what
Iapaim moms day when I apart a service mquadron equipped with P-38's daoating down smer Nips."
16. Ibid., 18 October 1942.
17. IbW., 28 coe 1942.
18. Lette, Kenney to Arod, 24 Oobr1942, Swries VII% Box 104, Folder 6, Arnold
Papers.
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adequate air support. Kenney warned Arnold that "r]n this war either you go forward
or you go back, if we gobackward it will be all the way to Australia....

On the

other hand, if you will let me have the show I askd you for and will get a couple more

divisions of doughboys out hem, by Christmas you can tame the Jap apart."'
Kenney's letter caused a flurry of activity at AAF Hdquarters.

Arnold,

ly concerned by Kenney's appraisal of the situation in tic SWPA,
immediatey ordered General Stratemeyer to report on the number of aircraft which the
AAF had sent and planned to send to Kenney's theat.re

The AAF commander also

quickly sent a response to the SWPA, admitting that Kenney's recent letter caused me
considerable apprehension for under no circumstances do I want to lose the supremacy
of Australia once we have gained it." Nonetheless, Arnold outlined the wordwide

strategic situation, reminding Kenney that the defeat of Germany remained the top
priority. "My aim is to keep your forces at suficient strength to enable you to support
yourself defensively and to carry out a limited offensive against the Japnese.

Still,

the air chief assured Kenney that "every effort is ben made to expedite the movement
of [an additional] Troop Care Group to the Southwest Pacific. '21
Arnold recognized the validity of Kenney's concerns. He saw a defmite need to
reinforce the SWPA, as 'Kenney ha[d] been forced through circumstances over which
he had no control to utilize practically every aircraft available to transport troops and

supplies.' 22 Given this evaluation, a cable from Arnold to MacArthur on 1 December
1942 praising Kenney's '[g]rand leadership, careful training, and aggressive spirit"

19. ibid.
20. Memo, Arnold, to Srasruyer, =bj: laplacenmats for Geml Kaenny, 28 November
1942, Series VI, Box 104, Folder 6, Arnold Papes.

P, pe.
Aiplanel

21. Letter, Arnold to Kenmny, 3 Deoembe 1942, Series Vm, Box 105, Folder 1, Arnold
22. Memo, Arnold to Straemyer, 6 Janury 1943, wbj: Utilizaion of Gawrl Kenney's
for Troop and Supply Tauapoation, Sdie VIII, Box 104, Folder 6, Arnold Papers.
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does not seemin

sn

Indeed, Arnold admired the accomplishments Kinney had

made, especally in light of dte limited resources available for the Pacific.n Within
months after reporting to MacArthur, Kenney had built an effective air force which
enjoyed the confidence of die theate commander. He clarified the chain of command
and elevated the logistical situatim from its reprehensible pre-1942 condition. As a
result, Kenney's air forces struck blow after blow against the enemy's gnond forces at
Papm, his aiaft at Lae and Sualamaua, and his supply lines from Rabaul. This
aerial activity contributed significantly to MacArthur's advance and the liberation of
Buna in early 1943.24

Despite Arnold's

-eam

-s,

Kenney continued to worry about the attention

afforded to his theatre by thos in Washiqgon. He apin wrote the AAF commander
on 1 January 1943, stating that he *[was) convinced that America, including the War
Dt,

has no conception of the problem coftonting them in this theatre."

Arnold again tried to ameliorate Kenney's concerns, writing that he had "long since
abandoned any underrating of him [the Japanese]."

5

Still, the econdary status of the Pacific theatre remained painfully clear to
Kenney. On 19 June 1943, Kenney requested from the JCS the construction of a
dummy aircraft carrier as bait for a Japanese air attack. Arnold and General George C.
Marshall, Army Chief of Staff, transmitted their approval to the SWPA airman on 4
July. They stated, however, that they could not obtain the materials for the project,
and suggested that Kenney use resources already in theatre. uI was disgusted," Kenney

23. Cable, Arnold to McArthar for Kemney, 1 Deembe 1942, filed under 28 Deoumber

1942, Kenney No"ook, Keemey PVam

24. Wolk, -K="y,- i00, 114.
25. Leaer, Kemney to Arnold, I Jamy 1943, and nondded eonume, Arnold to Kenney, Serie
VIIIM Box 105, Folder 1, Arnold Ppe..
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wrote. "MacArthur was as disgsted as I....

I decided that I'd better stick to ideas

that I could ipiement myself.'-N
That srne month, Kenney and Arnold cJashed over air doctrine. The former

Air Corps Tactical School instuctor remained committed to attack aviation, despite
Arnold's attempts to a[wash] the word 'attack' out.'0

Responding to a proposal from

Kenney that 'attack aviation be put back in the Air Corps dictionary," Arnold wrote
that he did not agree: 'infomatio
give support to your

that I have received from various theaters does not

m endations."

hle air chief devoted most of his letter to

reffuting Kenney's contention. 'Attack tactics have d~

not as you state proven

sound 'every day all over the wold [sc;,emphasis in original]."

K•nney's insistence

on the use of the term "attack" instead of 4low-altitude bombardment

ated Arnold,

who firmly believed in the supremacy of the bomber. 3

Despite this disaremnt with Kenney, Arnold's letter as

praised his

accomplishments in the SWPA. "My only regret is that we are not able to send you
everything you need....

I am afraid that we will have to get along as well as we can

with priorities and allocations.'2

Arnold recognized Kenney's need for increased

supplies, and two months later, while telling the SWPA airman that fifty more bombers
were on their way to his theatre, Arnold told Kenney not to think that he '[was]
continually crabbing.'

The air chief closed his letter by stating that 'the least we here

can do is smooth out the rough places where possible.'3o
Arnold could not smooth out all of Kenney's supply shortages, however. On 7
September, Kenney wrote that he had learned that the JCS had prevented delivery of a
26. Kinmey, Rq,•wu, 264-69.
27. Kamey, Bidorffinteview, 35.
28. Letter, Arnold to Kiey, 5 July 1943, Key Notebook.

29. Mbid.
30. Letter, Arnold to Kumey, 31 Auqt 1943, K=nMy NotebooL
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proximity fue he ordered. He sconed Arnold: '[Als a member you helped make the
deads

....

It sounds as though som e wanted to give Tooey Sbatz and Ira

Eaker a good Sloftng chance with me so that I would not get ahead of them."st

Arnold responded a month later that "ftihe pradO y few for banbs is still in an
ementa stage (emphasis in oginal.•Ad

aly, becam the Germans had

recently tried to perfect such a fuse for rockets, to which the large formadions of
American bombers in Europe "[wem] so vulnerable,* the JCS had restricted the use of
this fuse. "Itis believed at the present that the enemy would have mov to pin than
we through use of proximity fuses.'"

Given the existence of this rationale, Arnold

undoubtedly did not appreciate Kenney accusing him of petty favoritism.
Arnold tolerated Kenney's behavior because the SWPA airman produced
results. In January 1944, he wrote Maor General Lewis W. Biereton, commander of

the Nlinth Air Force, an Kenney's

a n vliaments.

Arnold relayed in detail the

methods Kenney enmpoed in attckn heavily defended airdromes, and he encouraged
the Ninth Air Force to adopt the same. Although he denied "holdrnW on Air Force
Commander's operations up as a model to another,I Arnold clearly expectd Brereton
to follow Kenney's example.32
That same month, Kenney vited. Washington and called on Arnold to request
the assignment of additional P-38s to his theatre. Arnold filled this request, but not
until *he told everyone that I had wept real tears so copiously all over his offic that his
own eyes were beginning to water.'"4 Given the acute nature of Kenney's supply
crunch, he probably did not appreciate Arnold's flippant attempt at humor.
31. Later, Kmmy to Arnold, 7 Septeuber 1943, Siai V1% Box 105, Folder 3, Arnold
32. Labor, Arnol to Kemna,
33. Later, Arnold tokerelmt,

34. Kaey, Rpot, 341.

8 Otober 1943, Sewies VMI, Box 105, Folder 3, Arnold Papers.
19 Jemy 1944, Serie V= Box 105, Folder 5, Arnold
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m
In Febrary 1944, a dispt oer aoth

plane, fth W25, climaxe betwee the

two genras. Kam~y had requested, and Arnold had appoved, the shipment of 65
light weigh canno to insall in thes bounbif . 'Then, apparently sold on the merits of
the 75 mm cannon with which fth A"P lad originally fitted the B-25s, Kenney wired
Arnold that he wanted only twvnty light cannon and to cancel the remaining forty-five.
Arnold noted tha Kefney's inconsistent requests lad *add[edj to fth confui~on of the
w-25 issue. 7%is matter of whether to put fth cannonin, tae fth cannon out, whether
to put in larg or small cannon, has caused all of us here to sweat blood for the past six
monhs.

SWA] ...

Arnold advised Kenney that he planned to 'half the flow of B-25's to [the
until May or whatever time you complete you test.

At that time it is

assumed that you will definitely know what sort of plane you want and notify me
accordingly.05 The ai c"es patience had worn thin. Kenney's indecision on this
one relatively mino issue had forced his attetion away from more significant
concerns.

Arnold expected a greate degree of consideration from his a& force

-----anders.
The following month, Arnold concerned himself with yet another issue in the
Southwest Pacific. Alatrmed at the high casualty rate among aces in the SWPA, he told
Kenney he wanted him

to

'weigh very carefully the potential value of [his] heroes.'

Arnold suggested grounding pilots after a certain period of time. Kenney, howeve~r,
opted not to alter his policy. Citing the value of individual heroe to other fliers, he
also rejected Arnold's contention that high-scoring aces damaged overall squadron
performance. Arnold respected Kennley's decision, but he remained concerned with
this issue through October."

105, Folder 4, Arnold
AUL35. LOtte, Arnod to KWmY, 26 Februay 1944, So"e VIH, Box
36. Letter, Azwold to Kmsy, 21 Match 1944, Swime VII, Box 105, Folder 4, Arnold Papers
Cablb, Arnold to Kamm, 15 April 1944, IMy Notebook; Letter, Arnold to Kmney, 19 October
1944, Series VIII Box 106, Folder 2, Arnold Papers Seo also Doalitd, 39-93. Irmsicafy, Arnold
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~~Arnold continued to hold Kenny's analytical abiWtes in high esteem. The air

*

chief respected the SWPA airman's strategic and tactical evaluation,
soliced opinions from him on a variety of air issues

37

and often

Late in 1944, Arnold proposed

to Kenney and MacArthur that the AAP deactiate one of their air forces, the
Thirteenth, and combine its forces under the other Southwest Pacific air forc,
Fifth. This cnoiaonwould free sever

the

staff officers, and Arnold noted that he

desired the servce of General St. Clair Streett in a new stateside unit, Continental Air
Command, which he had charged with directing rdpo

ensfrom Europe to the

pacifiC.33
Kenney and MacArthur adamantly oVnappoAe both the combining of the Fifth and
T"hirteenth Air Force and the transfer of General Streett.

CneutlArnold

backed down from his plans for consolidation, but he still required Streeftts transfer.
The air chief had become f~rustrated with Keeney's refusal to appreciate the world-wide
picture. He wrote the Southwest Pacific airman and delineated what he perceived as
the root of this limited perspective:

It has been apparent to me for somie time [sic]

that your loyaty... to your Command results in your enunciation of [opinions that]
are not strictly in line with those we are worling on up here. 0Arnold regretted tha his
directives, based on a total view of the air war, conflicted with Kennley's needs in his
theatre. "Now once again.' the beleaguered chief wrote, "I am at the parting of the
ways.The frictio between the AAF commander and the SWPA airman continued
through the beginning of 1945.

As Germany appeared almost defeated, AAF

was uupecialy concernied with do faft of Major Richard I Bang, the leadin awe of do.Pacific theate,
who died in a craa after Kinney had Umrantfred him back to tho United States.
37. See, for example, letter, Arnold to Kinny, 31 Oter1944, mad letter, Keman
Arnold, 14 November 1944, Swime VIII Box 106, Folder 1, Arnold Papers..

to

38. IUtte, Arnold to KuNOsY, 23 [2871 December 1944, Swrim VIII Box 106, Folder 2,
Arnold Papers
39. Ibd.
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Headuartrsbad begun nking plans to ludqelo units from Europe to the Pacific.
SurriingyKenney objcted, slting doet he felt the units in the European theauf did
Ke

Furthea'mr

wd tIthe air units in dte Southwest Pacific.

empeealy when compV

not pass must,

y questioned ft AAF's pjlus to rott personel. ftm Washington
.thatr
Arnold, who had recently suffed a heart attack and had gone to

t combat

Florida for nrecperation, believed Knney*'s concerns both ill-founded and arrogant,
He quicky dimsched Brig

Gea Frederick EL Smith, Deputy Chief of the Air

Staff, to the Southwest Pacific to meet with amney.40
Smith expained Arnold's position in no uncertain terms.
meeting,

After a four-hour

Freddy thinks I should go to Washington to

inmy wrot in his diary

make peace with Arnold, who is still peeved about my letter reference redeployment
plans." 41 Although Kenney did no" visit Arnold, he did send a lengthy letter to the air
chief, completely reversin his opinion on tf AAF's phns for both unit repl
and persnnel, rolato.

t

Smith had convinced Kenney that "a lot of [his] fears woer...

oundlMs. 42 Kenney's reversal "pleased" Arnold, who wrote that the fomer's letter
"removedJ some question-n doubts-from my mind.043
Although Kenney had again workd through his differences with Arnold, the
frequency and intensity of th two generals' disputes had irreparably damaged their
personal and professional relationship. Whereas in the past Arnold had often solicited
Kenney's opinion on various air issues, he did not do so after the spring of 1945.44
Arnold's lessened reliance on Kinn's analysis coincided with the end of the European
40. IA.

, Kmny to Arnold, 10 Fdbmwy 1945, mad inew, Arnold to ,mwy, 3 March 1945.

Sen. V'L, BaM 106, Foldmr 6, Arnold Pquum.
41. Kumuy diy, 8 Mumy 1945.

42. LOW., Kmey to A hLd, 10 Fdmy 1945, Amrd Pvi.
43. LOeW, Amod to K,•, 3 Marh 1945, A=Mold Pp.
"44. Immy nobabd

i dým

anm

u

sub AsiM dal•
ti=tm. Leaw, Kmmy to

A=oKl, 20 May 1945, Sod. VM Box 106, Fole 3, Arnold Pa•er.
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war. The defe of Gmmny lad rdesed the air chieis two faWored protis, Spuatz
and Baker, for service in other thetres. Arnold

aied a

as his deputy, and,

due to continued Prbems with his heart, the AAF commander assured Kenney, " am
4
L•wise, Arnold scribbled a rmonse to
Ls
piling plenty of work an Ja's dsk.

Kenney's concerns about the Puafi supply situation in the margin of one of the SWPA
airman's letem- •New policy to smd Spumtz out will fix this."' Kenney's sock had
declined cly

since his assignment to MafcArthur's command in 1942.

II
While Kenney later tried to blame the deteriam

of his relationship with

Arnold on his association with MawArthur,4 the imperous Army commander had a
much me complex impact on the matrix of inp

ol

rlation than Kenney

acknowledged. Kinney's comments nowthstanding, Arnold had always considered
MacArthur one of America's "te-no"ch' military leaders.

The AAF commander

recalled being called down by McArthur in lat 1941. The Japance had launched a

surpri

attack on Clark Field, in the Philipnm hours after their attack oan Pead

Harbor. Arnold wroe to Genal Lewis Brton, the SWPA air commander prior to
Kenney, accusing him of making a "in'sta,

which allowed the Japanes to catch U.S.

airplanes on the ground. MacArthur defended his air commander. *Every possible
precion... was taken with Far East Air For.....
conspicuous, their efficiency good....

Their gallantry has been

You may take pride in their conduct." This

reply reminded Arnold that theue is a gret deal of difference between sitting at a desk

45.

.LOW, AMoM to KmMY,

4 Jume 1945, Swim VIIIM Box 106, Poldoi 4, Arnold Papes.

46. rU,, Kam, to AloW, 20 May 1945, Arnd Pp.
47. Kemmy, Ruodaff Wnnviaw 57.
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In Washingto... and being out at Clark Held. ag admira MacArthur's loyalty to
his wsbrdinaes.4
N'on e"hess, difbasces did arise between Arnold and MacArthur thoughout
the war. During a 1942 visit to th SWPA, Arnold noted that the theate commander
"wasvery bate weary....

otr theaters....

He dioknow the details of what was going on in

I was w fthe stements he made to me as he walked up and

down in his office wee not the ones he would maim six months hence." 4 In July 1945
this scene repeated itself. On tU 17th, Arnold and MacArthur had a long and spirited
talk.

The air chief learnd that MacArthur supported th creation of a separate air

force, and that he -is willing to organim Army Air in the Pacific along fte lines
now.* Stating that thme cannot be two dominant characters in the Pacific, the army
generi added that *he [would] be satisfied with either Kenney or Arnold as
but not Spmtz." From this point, the convezation went
G[enml,
nommandlg
downhill. MacArthur's comment had insulted Arnold: "His logic is not quite clear
unles I am in another league," wrote the air chief. Several other points of contention
arose, including AAP plans to bombard Japan
MacArthur's hdqua

to Guam.

cities and ft possibility of relocating

Still, the AAF commander sympathized with

MacArthur's disposition: "Ne gets excited and walks the floor, raises his voice-I
thought I was one of Ut few who did it00 Arnold's underlying respect for the army
general checked the extent of his criticism, despit the fact that he "was mad as the
devil at MacArthur."'s

48. Ammob, 272.
49. Ar=d dM humd oa thn tNIp that MwcAs
, 344.
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MacArthur himself did no a

vale the worsming relationsip betwe Arnold

and Kenney. Rather, Kmus aliumtsed the ai chidf by plaedn his pimary loyalty in
his theaft commander and not te AAF. Arnold firmly beived that apwer alone
could foc the dfat of Japa through a strategic air offensie, thereby elminatin the
need for a costly ground asault. Kenne~y, echoing MacArthur's opinion, disagreed.
He told Arnold that he beieved the invasion of Kyushu, the suternmos of Japan's

mn islands, should go forward as a saety measure in cm the bombing offensive
failed to bring about japanee Ciulaion. 2 Arnold did not appreciate the SWPA
airman's lack of enthusiasm for his plan. In Kenney's mind, however, he owed his
loyalty to the man to whom he reported: Mvery once in a while Arnold would get sore
at me about something or other. He thought I was still working for him, but I wasn't.

I was working for MacArthur. 053
Kenney's limited role in MacArthur's failed bid for ft Presidency in 1944
personal nature of his loyaty. In early April 1943, Kenney met with

dem

Arthur H. Vandenberg, a powerful Republican senator, in -

Car Luce's

Washington apartment. Vandenberg made a "vigorous statement" supporting the army
general's candidacy, which Kenney apparently carried back to his boss.s'4 On the 19th,
Vandenberg received a cryptic note from MacArthur, written in the form of a cable but
delivered by hand:
I am most grateful to you for your complete attitude of friendship. I only hope
that one day I can reciprocate. There is much that I would like to say to you
prvenL
pumstaice In the meanwhile I want you to know the
which cu

absolute confidence I would feed in your experienced and wise mentorship.ss

52. Ibid

53. Kamu,

Hiffiat uew, 54.

54. Letr, Ar&r EL V=mWdbur, Jr., to Omm

McArdhr, 26 SVma•b• 1951, Records

Group S: SCAP, Ofte of do Mililmy Se*e•y (oMS), MwAztu Archive.
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This cable, in tam, Irmp I a m
Goenad C. A. WVllAou

of letirs between Vandenberg and Brigadier

,iy,
MacArthur's AuiStant0
Chid of Staff for Intelligence.

Vandenberg agreed to direct a campaign for the army senal, and askod Wloghby to
"Wtell my frend just to 'get on with the war' and to forgo this whole political business
back here in the swes. 5'
Vandenberg's

ra

depded n deadlocking the Republican convention

between the two leading candidases, Wendell' Vikie and Thomas Dewey. He would
then PCOP~ MacArthur as "the beat answer under aIl *ircu

NScs."s By the time of

the conventin, however, Vandenberg recognized that Dewq had the momentum
required to win the nomination. In eady June 1944, he wrote Goneral MacArthur,
expesing regret that 'ou-r recent presidentiladventure'" had failed. Nonetheless,
the senator noted that he blieve
responsibilities.a

the Sena

lyet destined for certain igher

In 1948, this ecouragemen would bear bitter f•uit for both

MacArthur and Kenney.'8
Kenney's tacit support for MacArthur's presidential bid demonsrae not only

his loyalty but also his admiration for his commander." Other air leaders, while not as
personally devoted to MacArthur, shared KMey's apcpciation of the general's
abilities. Ealer later admitod that 'General MacArthur has no greater admirer than
L-60 Likwise, Spt later paid tribute to the SWPA commander as -the greatest

56. Le.s, Vmndanbeg to W'loughby, 17 Auiput 1943, hoards Group 10. Plivale
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en'l of all times.1 Kmey's contention that his Problems with Arnold stemmed
slely from an AAF bias aaint MacArthur does not stand.
Arnold deserves msoe of the blahe for his poor relationship with Kemney. The
air chief cultivated a reputation far beig extremely demanding. He noted this in his
diary while on a 1942 trip to England:

'Lmmed today that I brought with me the

Arnold guillotine." 2 Bak laBn. described Arnold as

mtogh as an old boot," a man

who '[would] have firnd his own mother if she didn't poduce."2 Even the air chiefs
close hiend General Spaty reogied Arnold's

snpeoalt.Oth

occasion of his assignment to Europe early in the war, Sputz told his wife, -Don't

worry. Hap'll fire me in six months."'
Despite this appraisal of his air commander, Speatz remained cloe to Arnold
throughout the war. Bven when te air chie passed down an unfavorable decision,
Spaatz strove to support Arnold. In reqsns to a cable from the AAF commander in
December 1944 proposing
theatre, Spaatz wrote:
in the Pacific .bea

c.ea

te redepoymet of several bomb group to the Pacific

s1

have tried to vkisalize t problems with which you are faced

....

I feel th decision must be made by you, balancing all

While expressing his mild opposition to the plan, Spaatz noted that he

could carry out the prposed rdeploymet.

anxious

to

"I want you to know that I am very

help in the Pacific heater. "

Arnold replied on 30 December, 'thoroughly pleased" with Spaatz's reaction to
his suggestion. "Under the circumstances with which you are faced your affirmative

61. Spw., quoted in MaAdhw, 357,.
62. AMd di

7

03, 30 May 1942, Arnold PaK.

63. Edr,quoted in Puto., 115.
64. Ruth Spatz, iatMiew witlh Jas

Patlo,

Wahigton, D.C. 7 October 1983, quoted in

ibid.
65. Letter, Speatz to Arnold, 7 December 1944, AFHRC 1519.1612.
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vow of my propoal is futilE rmaumsmos of your bramdth of view and broadness of

interest"

Sptz's attiude conatasted uaimply with Kemey's failure towe beyond the

needs of his patidcular theate. While all of the SWPA airman's disputes with Arnold

testify to ths lack of vision, Kenney's wartme agit•tion for the ausignent of the
Boeing B-29 Superforts to his theate vrnts

limited per

66. Lett,

the most severe failure of this

tive.

Arnold to Spinz, 30 December 1944, AFHRC #519.1612.

CHAPTER 3
THE B-29 CONTROVERSY
On 2 December 1939, General Hap Arnold informed the aircraft industry that
the Air Corps required a four engin bomber with an operatonal radius of 2,000

Ove the next six months the Air Coqp released additonal s9eificaton,

miles.'

including a speed of 400 miles per hour, a range of 5,333 miles when carrying a 2,000pound load, kak-prof fuel tanks, armor plating, and multiple gun turrt.

2

On 1 May

1940, Boeing submitted a design proposal to the Army. Four months later, Secretary
of War Robert P. Patterson appved a contract of $3,615,095 with Boeing for the
purchase of three polotypes and the long-term developmnt of the newly designated
XB-29 bomber.3
By this time Arnold knew that if he followed the War Department's routine
procurement process, delivery of the bomber would not occur prior to 1945.4

Consequently, in May 1941, the Army announced its intention to purchase 250 of the

aircra increasing this onrer to 500 in the waie of Pead Harbor. The government
based these orders on a "pIper" airplane; the XB-29 would not make its maiden flight
until 21 September 1942.5 Recognizing the chance that Arnold took on behalf of the
Army Air Forces when ordering the Suproress, Brigadier General Kenneth B.
1. Peter M. Bowers, Bft

A

qvn,
SiW

1916 (Annapolis: Nava Iitute Press, 1987), 3.

2. I•d., 318-19, and Cad Brger, B-29: Ah. &pforrum, (Now Yok& Ballantine Books,

1970), 25.
3. Beqgw, 25-26, and Bowes, 318-19.

4. Memo, Arnold o Amistant hief of Staff, War Planning Division, 30 April 1940, quoted in
Craven and Cat, 5:7.
5. Bowers, 319-20.
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Wolfe, head of the B-29 project, described the bomber as "a three million dollar
gamble. a

Both Arnold and Kenney had high expecMfim for the Boeing B-29
Superfortress, but this was whe

the similarity between their ideas toward the aircraft

ended. General Kenney wanted to use the bomber against targets in the Southwest
Pacific, including surface ships and oil in the Dutch East Indies. His desire for the best
available materials to support his war effort led him to conclude that the Superfortress
should be assigned to his theatre. In contrast, General Arnold saw Japan as the proper
target for the new bomber. The AAF chief's inclination toward strategic operations, a

product of the interwar years, prefiured his thoughts on B-29 employment.
Hap Arnold had advocated strategic bombing sinc the 1920s. Immediately
prior to Wodd War H, Franklin D. Roosevelt's words and deeds reinforced Arnold's
countenance.

As early as 1940 the President had expressed to Secretary of the

Treasury Henry Mogenthau, Jr., his personal desire to bomb the Japanese home
islands in retaliation for Imperial aerial attacks which had damaged American property
in China.

7
The political situation, however, stifled FDR's designs for retribution.

Even before official U.S. entry into the war, he and other Allied leader had committed
themselves to a strategy of "Germany First." When the Allied governments discussed
bombing, they did so in the context of the European theatre. It follows, then, that the
first onsideraio of B-29 employment centered on European plans. On 11 September
1941, the Air War Planning Division completed its first war plan, AWPD/Il. This plan

6. BergiW, 33 mad Craven and Cob, 5:7.

boulng and mlinod &e Prmidlnt's tainasiaic uppor. TIe
7. Moraguatma had p e-dI theI
tro shaier Secmay of State CardefiHU. Secrtay of Wa Hry Stiunman, and JCS
plan fWl
John Morton Blum, Frm Ae
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Moremhmu Dimin, voL 2., Yr qof Urguy, 1938-1941 (Botaa: Houghton Mifflin Company,

1965), 367-4.
S. Mamuice Matioff, Sfatgic Planningfor Coalkon Warfare, 1941-42 (Wwiton U.S.

Govarmnnt Printing Office, 1953), 30.
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envisioned twenty-m groups of B-29s deployed to the United Kingdom for targets in
Germany; only two groups would deploy to the Pacific.'

Deaite plans to ue the B-29 in Europe, the Army Air Forces had long shared
Roosevelt's deire to use heavy bombers againt the Japanese homeland. The Joint
Chiefs had planned severul early bombing missions against Japan, although only the
plans for die Doolittle raid resulted in an actual attack Though i tacitly ackowledged
that such raids did lte

phyuical damage, the Air Staff valued thes excursion for their

psychological effecu, both on the Home Front and in die enemy's trenches.10
General Arnold shared the

sentiments. In December 1942, he demonate

his commitment to strategic bombing through the creation of the Committ

of

Operations Analysts (COA), chartered to study and evaluate bombardment targets."I
Arnold hinted at his prefermce for Japnese targets in May 1943, when he wrote to

General George C. Marshall, the Army Chief of Staff, regarding his concern that the
use of the Sup-- fortres on other targets prior to bombing Japan would ruin the element
of surpise.' 2 In November 1943, Major General Oliver Echols, the man who had

selected the Boeing aircraft ova designs submitted by competing contractors, revealed
that the air chief's disposition went back even furtha. According to Echols, *the B-29
airplane was thought out and planned as a high altitude long-range bomber to attack

Japan, her cities and industrial keypoints."

3

9. AWPDI1, quotedin Haywood S. HlmeDl, Jr., The Air Plan dw Deeaed Hildfr (Atlanta:

Higgin*-McAzur/LAuugina and Paitor, 1972), apeadix IV.
10. Cmvea and Case, 5:17.
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Other zoanking oflicers and civiian shared Arnold's beliefL At the Casablanca
conference in December 1943, General Marshall exý;pressI his concurrenc with plans
to bomb Japan. FDR also reaffirmed his assent. No longer motivated soley by a
desire for retribution, the Commander-in-Chie now conveyed his belief that Uth
'periodic bombing of Japan would have a 'tremendious morale effect an Uth Chines
people.* Me President recognized Uth desirability of keeping China within the Allied
fold, and a desire to avoid commiting ground troops to Uth Asian mainland led him to
advocate Using aipowe to ensur this gou.14' This politcaly motivated comments
reinforced Arnold's view as to the military necessity of employing strategic bombers
against the Japanese homeland.
In addition to the President, other had shared their ideas on the employment of
Uthnew apbo

erwith Uth AAF commander. General Arnold lateracknowledged

Uth presure he felt from various theatre,commnanders who scrambled for a piece of Uth
actIM
MacArthur Yelled for Uth B-29's; MNlmt wanted Uth B-29's; Stilwell [the
American Chief of Staff to Chiang Kai Shek] and Mountbatten [do British
admiral. serving as commander-in-che of Ute China:-Burma-India (CBI) theareJ
watdoU B-291&-al&for utacticl purposes."
The CBI began to request plnes in 1942, and Uth Navy had desperately grasped for
Utem since Midway.

Even Lieutenant General Ina C. EakderU 8th Air Force

conmmaner in England and one of Uth air chief's favored protdg6s, sought Uth coveted
B-29 until Arnold finally informed him, in December 1943, that he would definitely
get none."1 By far Ute most persistent and naggin~ requests, however, emanated from
Uth

Southwest Pacific Are

(SWPA).

General Douglas MacArthur and, more

specifically, his able and taleted air commander, General George Kenney, hassled the
14. FDR comvmuadam wi& MagiL 18 Juzuuy 1944, quoted in Berge, 41.
15. Arnold, 541.
16. Ckave mad Cal., 5:11-12.
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air cief at ft am

t = Md, Amnold gorely thouht, for te most

I
In Sepember 1942, MacArthur wrote Arnold, telling him that he considered the
British Isles a beieged citadel" from where "ilt would be very difficult to establish a
Second Front." The redoubtd and respcted general offered the Southwest Pacific as
an optional are from which to launch an offensive.17 Kenney followed with a letter to
Arnold the next month. In this epstle he stated that the Southwest Pacific must have

priority "to prevent Japan from exploitin
Nethelands East Indies and Malaya,"l

d utilizin the vital resources of the
therby failhfnlly echoing MacArthur's

sentiments. Kenney sent anothr letter to the air chief o New Year's Day 1943, in

which he described the tenacious fighting ability and resolve of the Japanese soldier and
pointed out that the American edge aisted only in the air. -The above is not a plea for
anything,' he concluded. 'You know what I want, and I know you are giving me all
you can."19

The arrival of this second letter in Washington coincided with the Casablanca
conference in January 1943, where both FDR and Marshall expressed their support for
a strategic air offensive against Japan.

The impetus provided by the President at

Casablanca apparently outweighed that contained in Kenney's letter, for, at the
conclusion of the conference, General Arnold began to make quiet prarations for the

deployment of the B-29 to China.

Arnold named General Wolfe the 58th

Bombardment Wing commander in the early spring, and immediately directed him to

17. Anmwid 344.
18. Letter, Kmuy to Amid, 29 October 1942, filed in K=m"y Notebook, AFHRC Microfilm
127131, 27132, 27133, Kanmsy Pap=s.
19. Letter, Kuumy to Arnold, 1J mnay 1943, Km

7y

Notebok.
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deploymet
A-ie

pirepre the B-29s for po

china by year's end.0
C

Also, the

Assistat Chid Of th Air Stiff for Plans (ACAS, Plans), begn studyng options for
dh use of the VL
AA

inst Jqapn from Chinese WbaW

bombera

of Operations Analys

commander first directed his Committe

conduct an "analyss of

eic aget1s in Jap"

At this time, too, the
(COA) So

dt they felt would end the war.2

Four m-nhs aft General Arnoid conctuded thes first tentaive plans General
fcommader of the AAF. In this cmmunication,
Kenney apin fied off a letter tthe

Kenney innocently probed for Arnold's current plans on B-29 deployment, requesting
so that he might prepare for its arrival.2

p

airfield req-rements for the

General Arnold assuredly perceived Kenney as a nuisnce this time, for the air chief
had suffered a heart attack just ow month before.2

When his innocent and i rEirchable letter received no reply, General Kenney
sent another to Arnold. This time he was more straightforward: 'I assume that I am
still to get the first B.29 [sic] unit." Kenney made a point of informing the head of the
AAF that he would require around six manths to prepare an airfield, and that "[ajs
soon as even one B.29 can fly out her, I would likm to have it to try out our fields."2
This time Kenney elicited a stiff rejoinder.
In a letter dated 31 August 1943, General Arnold matter-of-factly pointed out
that he had not scheduled any SupR fortieou for deployment to Keney's theatre until
June 1944.

Furthermore, Arnold noted that he had not yet determined the interim

deployment of the B-29. -Rest assured, he wrote, 'that should it be decided to send
20.

uau, 37.

21. Crvm md Ca, 5:17.
22. WHioy of do oia

ibid., 27.
md Opwaimu of &bCOA, 59 q"oed im
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Bw29 units to te SWPA, you will be notified suuficiimtly in advance of their arrival for
necessary ppa
T
time.

os.

response fom Arnold refecled the sae of affairs in Washington at the
ar chief wrote his reply to Kmwy after t August QUADRANT

conference in Quebec, wher dt B-29 had first entered the official planning process.
By this time, dt AAF bad decided that the benefits of strikng directly at Japan

outweighed the logistical problems inbwent in operaing from remote bases.

At

QUADRANT, General Amrd had submitted an "Air Plan for dte Deeat of Japan,*
prepared by General Wole, which proposed depoying B-29s to central China near
Chentu, beginning in October 1944.2 Althugh te Assistant Chief of the Air Staff
for Intelligence informed the AAF commander that "Chengt

inaccessle cities in the inhar of Oha...

is one of tie most

urou•ded by mountains on all sides

with no connecting railroads, shallow and swift waterways and only limited highway
con-unications, 2' Arnold chose to downplay the difficulties posed by stationing B29s in central China. Because no oder airfield would lie within range of Japan until
1944, the Combined Chiefs of Staff endorsed Wolfe's plan on 14 August. They agreed
with General Arnold: China offed a practical operating range that promised early

raids on the Japanese homeland.2
Momentum propelled Ut Chinese plan forard. AAF planners felt that -the
initiation of tie bomber offenswe, and evam measures in preparation thereof, [would]

tremendously stimulate Chinese mole and unify th people under thleaderhip of

26. L[Ade,

Amonld o K=u

, 31 Mg" 1943, K

y NoeboaL

27. Berm, 44.
28. MA duexuanim, AC/AS Idium

CtoaCuuiendiug Guami, AAF, mbj: 'Defdbility

wd VunlAby ofamatw Bause,- 28 hammy 1944. AFEIC#142.0411-1.
29. Cmvm ud CM., 5:17.

o5
Chian-Kai-ak. MW On 20 Sepambrs, a board hiade by Oinml Arnold mdorsad a
modified version

the edoslml ps submimd s QUADRANr. MWe board based its

modificadow an the smggeu• is of Lim i
Staff

Chit. frc,

Ominal Sdilwdl the American Chid of

who rcomunded
O tmyonr, advance buse in camml Chin.

The -w plan. known a TWILOHr, statd dt B-29s stioned in Calcutta would
stag through Ca gtmo and od armes for mism apin the Japaunse home islands
The AAF hoped this a

would saove at Ist part of td logistical dilemma

poed by a renote B-29 dqpoyme.
At this pown Genera Arnold agin caled on Bdi
him to preare a plan Io initWe ra

ic b

Genera Wolfe, diectng
of Japan with te maximum Of

availabb B-29's at thdenliest poisle date.. By lat September, Wolfe had the main
oudine finishd,

11 October he ubmiNd the fio plan which called frt attacs

to begin on or about I Aprl 1944.32 But by this time General Arnold had begun to fed
increased pressure from tih Comumder-in-COa.

On 13 October, when he endorsed

Wolfe's proposal, Arnold hasknied to pencil in me modilication:

'I have told the

President that this will be strted (China to Japan) on March 1. See that it is done."0
Amidst tum utying tims for General Arnold, Keaey smt anoher letter to the
air chief. On 10 Ocber, the Southwm Pacifi air commander wrote a concerned
appeal. "Possibly my wish was father to the thought, but I understood that the first
B.29s were coming to me....

IRumors of B-29 buses in China, Wake Island, and

Alaska had distressed MwArdahr's airman, If "ny argument is needed to bring the

30. C

iidnu C0"s of Sbff W323,
20 Augus 1943, quotd in Md.

31. Aid., 18-19.

32.

'A

Pim for dwBpph

o ofdtho B-29 Aizplm, sodm, quoted in ibid., 20.

33. I J•ta
h
umu0 to Met, Wolb to Amold, Pm for d Operstim of tbe 3-29 Aikplea,
October 1943, quoted in iid., 21.
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B.29 out henIwould be veryglutInwritea longand impeasionied letter to...

.give

you a detailied plan of how I would use the B.29 to win then ww. 03
Kenny's datii
Marmhal

cowld adt hav been wowe. On 15 Octobe, FDR wet General

a leaer exprssin

his pave dmsae

with Genera~l Arnold's

I am still. pretty thoroughly disgusted with the India-China matters. The last
straw was that report from Arnold that he could not get the B-29's operating out
of China until March or April of am yen. Everything seems to go wrong.
But the worst thing is that we are faiing down on our promise every single
time. We haenotfulfilled oneofthemmyet. I donotamewhy we have to use
B-29'L We have several othw types of bombing planes.' 5
Marshall requested tha Arnold pr-eparei a reply for Uhe Preident, which he did,
effctively clsigor issue.

Nondbli,

rumnr of his imminent relief, which

apparently erupted following this incident, must hav distressed the, A"F commander.' 7
Under signiicn stress, Arnold decided to request Kenney's plan for B-29
emplymetTi~s action. had the effect of postponing Arnold's having to deal with
Kenney, thxerby relieving Uhe forme of a great deal of presmure. it seemns unlikey that
Arnold ever intended to ueriously consider Kenney's proposaL But whether politics or
altruismo motivated Arnold's query, Kernny eagerly responded. On 29 October 1943,
he wrote: Trhe initial job I will assign the B.29 is to deprive Japan of the one essential
commodity which she must have, to carry on the war-oil.

She conquered the

Netherands East Indies to get it and without it she is through as a serious opponent. 03

34. Ledw, Kamy to AnohL, 10 Oebr1943, Kemm Nohboak.
35. Mmm. FDR to Mud~U. IS Oceo.m 1943, quWind Cravi md CAN, 5:21.
36. Cravern md Cob, 5:21.
37. 071rn m ams Mq dyMIcoawlt Sat md a [AmoddJ atm tins and wm dunking
Hundarffibdumiew, 89.
KainyZom,
about ispleciag him., but dat's A Id
38. Ledw, Kmy to Arnold 29 Oclobuw 1943, Kamy Noinboak.
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Kemy Mt dam the Palembang -iv of Sumatra, which provided fifty percen of die
mi likqi,
ouput. of oil inthe areand

Boum, toguthe nade Oth finest and most

decisive at of target for bombing anywhere in the world. -Kenney

also noted that B-

29s stationed Io accompishk thene mismamas could strilm a the massive volumes of
Jauanese *hing in the South and Southwest, Pacific, therey cutting the enemy's
logistical lifelnes."
In additio, General Kennaey prff red Arnold the inducement of five airfields
in norhern. Austraia which already laid the capacit to handlte1

Suprorrs

*They do not have to be seizd,, or further provision. made for their defence [,,]...

FurhemoeKenny argued, do use of the B-29s in dhis are

.

would hasten

MacArthur' drive toward the Philipplnes and would allow the Southwest Pacific air
force to tighten the noone around Japan's supply net. Once in the Philippines, if Japan
had not already falen, adaks against t1k home islands would surely bring about her
downfall. Kanne maintained that using the B-29 as he outlined would end the war
several months earlie tha othe plans for emlyet

0

Kenney began his closing comments: ON yuu want die B-29 used efficiently and
effectively, where it will do the most good in the shortest time, die Southwest Pacific
Area is doplace.....' He prepped his miorpoints, reiteratin that denying Japan
die preciou resource of oil would forc her -to sue for peace with certain
overwhelming defeat staring her in the fa.41 No sooner had he put his plan in the
mail for Arnold than Kenney directed his staff to begin planning to base as many as
100 bombers in Nordaeo~ Australia.42

39. ibi.
40. iI~d.
41. Ibid
42- IA~Ur, Kin.Y 10 C01ad B. V. Dutxidiu, Air Service Cain~d, 30 October 1943,
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In his next letow, dated 6 Novemne 1943, Kaenny infomed Arnold of these

pm;tions. •Sinoe I wrote you outlining a rough plan in rqpad to do use of the B29, my staff has bow wdoking on thir utilizatiu

are now being surveyed. ...

....

Airdromes and depot locaticn

OIf...
KmuyagainareitnatedtheiportaceooiL
,

somae of thoe B-29's can smash [Japane] oil refineris in dte Dutch East Indies, it is
43
quite conceivabe that this may not turn out to be such a long war after alL"

Once again, however,

-deVop-etsinw

iasngt

had outpaed General

Kenney. On 8 November 1943, the AAF secrely activated XX Bomber Command, the
B-29s operational unit, with Wolfe a its commanding offcer. Ile next day, air
strategists cmplftd a plan tited the -ary Sustained Bombing of Japn," calling for
the basing of B-29s in central ChilnaFour weeks later, die AAF would officially
appove this plan and designate it operation MA,7ERHORN."
During the
rapidity.

four weeks, events in Washington proceeded with unrelenting
strated his support of the plan when, on 10 November, he

FDR de

informed Prime Minister Wmston Churcdil:
We have under developmet a poect whereby we can strike a heavy blow at
our enemy in the Pacific early next year with our new heavy bombers. Japanese

military, naval, and shipping strength is so dependent upon the steel industry
which is strained to the limit. Half the coke for that steel can be reached and

demtroyed operating from the Chengt are of Chna ..

.4

FDR also wired Chiang Kai Shk the Chinese nationalist lder, requesting the
constructim of five bomber fields for use in March 1944. Wolfe lost no time, either.
He immediately sn five observers to the Chinew mainland to survey the uuad n ..6

43. LeN, ,amsy to Amio,
44. Cmavrn

6 Noavew 1943, AFEHC #M06.311.

d C., 5:22-23.

45. FDR Io C~wdil,
46. Bergi, 45, 53.
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FDR uid Waff laid dh grundwork for operatons in Chin, General

0While

Arnold neekvd the first rq~ts-frm t
suggesed
evaluating

tia
'

in
g

are

Committee of qedo

Analysts (COA) on

Sigifixandyt,
ssM
the COA itperrtd its chg of
as one of evalutng

ecoonomic

Cosuetly, the comule's report of 11 Noveoer 1943

targets, none of direct military value.

objectives."

tated six Preferred

Thes included mechant shipping, urban

industrial areas, aircraft plants, the anti-Mction bearing industry, the electoics
industry, and stee poductim. For reasons of security the COA put their suggestim
in no particular order, but it dclarly held an affinity for targeting the steel industry:
"Those coke ovens ar prme economic targets. They should be attacked as soon as the
forces necessary to destroy them in rapid succesion become available.'

The COA

further betrayed its preference in a more dettiled explanation late in the report
The timing of the war. against Japn justifies attwks upon industries lying
relafively deep in the structure of war productiom. When limitatn of time do

not require xusive cnenton upo immedite military effect, the most
serim long-term dam e can be inlicted by disrupting the production of basic
materials like seL.47
The COA's report had an immediate impact.

On 14 November, the War

Department issued the first odesin in suoprt of MATTERHORN, directing aviation
engineers and dump truck companies to report to India. They arrived only ten days
later, on the 24th. Thus by the time Kinney's letter arrived Arnold had not only

promised the B-29 to another, but he had begun distributing the dowry.

Colonel

Barney Giles, Arnold's Chief of Staff, so informed the frustrated and forgotten exfiancd on 18 November 1943.48 Years later, General Kinney expressed his chagrin at
the situation: "... I thought maybe I could argue Hap Arnold out of them [B-29s],

47. Reptt of COA

EBcosmic Objocavuis do Far Bee, 11 Novmub

Cmvmm ad Cam, 5:28.
48. L.dt, Gila to K•i•y, 18 Novuumbr 1943, Kmuy NokbooL
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but

aian Kai Shk or Madanme air soebody did a beto job on getting tm than I

did.*O

Depile the Mprent finlity of Gils' memge to Kenney, the controvery over
3-29 employmat continued.
Comission (JWP

On 19 November 1943, the joint War Planning

Home Tm released its opnion, M n that sging the B-29s in

centrad China did am mahe optimal use of the aircaft caaiies
simply did not promis decisive results.

Mw Ms indusftry

Anid praomty odMered the Team to

rexvaluate its findings.' 0
On 24 November, the JWPC Howe Tam again tried to dissuade the proponents

of MAITERHORN. This time the Home Team stated that the Superfortress did not
have the required tactical radius to reach argets in Japan from the Chengtu staging
area. Th next day the joint Planning Staff (MS) directed the JWPC to quit painting
out problems and instead offer a sowuiom The JPS imnsMtd the Home Team to draft

a study on the 'Optimum Use, Timing, and Dqpoynmmt of VLR Bombers in the War
Against Japan.'st

Perhaps hearin

rumors tt

someone ha

questioned plans for opeation

MATrERHORN, Kenney refused to giv up hope. With carcteitic peristem the
Southwest Pacific airman once again wrote to Gaeral Arnold in December 1943:
"Was very diappinted to get the mews from you that the 3-29 is not coming my

way." Kenney expressed his doubts regarding the effectiveness of the China operation
and yet again requestwd that Arnold send the bombers to the Southwest Pacific.' 2 He

49. KuMY, Shaky iuviw, 37.
50. Cmvn mad Cate, 5:23.
S1. JWPC 147/D, 25 Navuw 1943, quoted in bid, S:24-25.

52. LAer, Kam,• to AmOd, 4 Decuoau

1943, Kammy NoSwlooK.
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argued an vain. Arnol insisted tdot "more bombs could be carried.., to Japanese
targets aid that More Japenese sliFin lay within reach of the China bases.

"5

After New Years, a serin of crise cowftuaied the commsaner of the AAP and
threatened to postpone at eae cancel operation MATrERHORN. The first of these
problems came from th production lines. By the middle of January, ninety-seven B29s had emerged from the factory, but only sixteen of these were flight-worthy. Ile
schedule caling for the delivey of 11% Superforts by early March appeared
unatanabe.A second irrtation came from MaWo Genml Claire Chennault, the
CBI's tactical, ai force commander. Chawaul~t had written directly to both Arnold and
FDR, requesting that they place fth B-29s under his command. The Joint Chiefs did
not provide a decisiv and final answer to this request until mid-year.5 4
In January 1944, in fth minst of this turmoei, General Kenney arrived in
Washington. When he called on General, Arnold, Kiwnny predictably pressed for the
B-29. Tis time the haggard air chief caved in: he agreed to sed Keney fifty
Supe-rf-oitresses-- in July if he could swing it. TheU Southwes~t Pacific air commander
.immediately ordered the moifcto of an airfield at Darwin, in northern Australia, to
accommodate the B-29s.-"
Arnold still desired sustained attacks on fth Japanese homeland, but neither
Kenney's bas at Darwin no advance bases in central China afforde him tha option.
Accordingly, fth opinion of theAir Staff began to solidify around fth eventual basing
of B3-29s, in the Marian Islands, which would minimiz

fth

=age and logistical

difficulties of operations, against Japan. But the enemy stll hed fth Mariama, and they
would not become available as a basing platform for some time. It looked as if General
53. Mawic Madoff, hMutqd PImingfor C..iid. Wwf.'. 193-44 (Wadaigtaa.

U.S.

OovmtW Printin Offic, 1959, 445.
54. Bergs, 55, "4.
S5. K="ae, hmaddwtma nmM. filed at 15 Jauny 1944, mmd mum, Coloome Wiloim L
Richi to Kamnhy, regrding =misig with Gesra AmoKd 14 Jmuny 1944, Kamney Noteook.
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Kenney migh receive omeoof th Superfots, during dis interim paid. On 24
January, the Joint Planning Staff r%.xmmended that Kenney get half of the bombers
ay ted for Chengtu.

The flnoin

day anodr Pengon committee

suggested the tempcuay staging of B-29s in the Southwest Pacific, until bases in the
Marianas became avaiiable.M
At the end of Jamary, Kinney and MacArthur met with several ranking
members of the South Pacific (SOPAC) drive, commanded by Admiral Chester Nimitz.
Throughout the discussons, members of the SOPAC staff seemed to support Kenney's
plan for using the B-29s in the Southwest Pacific.'7 But Kenney forgot to count the
three most important votes. Admiral Nlmit and Admiral Ernest I. King, Chief of

Naval Operations, lined up against the plan, fearng it downgraded the Navy's role in
the Pacific War.

In addition, General Arnold lent considerable weight to the South

Pacific drive; he wanted those bases in the Marianas, and they lay on Ni'mntz's axis of
attack. 58
General Kenney still had some diehard sporters. On 15 February 1944, the
JWPC again came out in favm of staging B-29s in Australia for use against Japanese
shipping and oil. This time, however, the members of the JWPC recognized the
political pressure coming from the President in favor of basing the B-29s in Chengtu,
and they remarked pointedly that if the AAF used the Superfortress from central China,
it should do so with the full knowledge that such use was "not in consonance with
detailed studies.* 'About the time the JWPC restated its position, General Arnold made a personal
inspection of the B-29 production line in Marietta, Georgia.

This visit eased his

56. Cmven aid Cat, 5:28-29.
57. Kenney, dimy eaty foe 27 Jnniamy 1944, K•nney NotebooL

58. Kenney, Repoia, 370-71.
59. Joint Plaming Staff 381/1,15 Fdmuzy 1944, quoted in Craven ad Cat., 5:29.
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anxieties over pogress on production of the plane. He wired Wolfe on 1 March that
the B-29s would be ready to leave the United States by the 10th.' 0
Another piece of General Arnold's plan fdl into place on 2 March when the
JWPC finally catulated to pressure from above. In a report to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff the JWPC blandly stated that, due to decisions "at the highest level,'
MATTERHORN should get the firt eight groups of Superforts.

Furthermore, the

Home Team reluctantly agreed that the AAF should use bombers based in India to hit
oil refineries in the Dutch East Indies.6
By 12 March 1944, the Joint Chiefs had solidified their plans, setting D-Day in
the Marianas for 15 June. Tis early date meant that the interim basing period for the
13-29 would not last as long as previously thought, crPespdingly lessening the
importance of the decision as to where such basing should occur. Still, the Southwest
Pacific leadership would not give in.

MacArthur himself requested thirty-five

Superforts to hit the oil assets in the Dutch East Indies. General Marshall summarily
2
denied this request.

Thus, in a period of less. than two months, the situation which General Kenney
had viewed with such enthusiasm at the end of January had undergone drastic changes.
A March visit from General Kuter, AC/AS Plans, confirmed Kenney's fears: there
would be no B-29s for Darwin.' 3
simplifications and emi

Kenney recalled the story, with significant

ts, in 1974:

MacArthur said, 'Why in the hell don't you give me some of those B-29s so
that we can crack those oil fields and refineries over Borneo? . . . Arnold

60. Berger, 55.
61. Joint Chiefs of Staff 0742, 2 March 1944, quoted in Crave and Cate, 5:29.
62. Joint Chiefs of Staff 122d nmeuting, 12 Match 1944; Meintg, CINSOWESPAC
[MacArthur] to WAR [Marmhal] 26 March 1944; Messae, WAR [Marshall] to CINSOWESPAC

[MacArtw], 26 March 1944, quoted in ibNd., 31. See also Madoff, 1943-44, 445.
63. Kenney, diary entry for 29 March 1944, Kenney Noteboo.
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hedged and fooled around and finally said, "Well, you haven't got an
airdrome. I mid, 'Goddamn it, I will build an airdrome out at Darwin. I'T
build 10,000-foot runways out there for the B-29s if you will give me a couple
of squadrons of them." So he said yea, and, goddamn it, I built those runways;
and then he didn't give me the B-29s. MacArthur was sore about that."
Kenney's attitude toward the incident some thirty years later reveals the depth of his
frustration.

His 12 March 1944 diary entry confirms this sense of betrayal:

'The

Directive arrived today telling us we were a subsidiary show to support the drive across

the central Pacific.. Kenney felt that General Arnold had ignored his opinions and that
the air chief had received bad advice from others regarding the Marianas.' 5
In mid-March, however, General Arnold had other things to worry about
besides the quality of his advisors. Because the B-29 had entered production before it
completed flight testing, it required several post-production modifications to make it
fully combat-ready.

The AAF sent the B-29s to Salina, Kansas, for these

modifications. Arnold arrived there on the evening of 9 March, hoping to witness the

fint aircraft deployments the following morning.

Instead, he found not a single

bomber ready to depart. Colonel L W. Stephens recalled the general's wrath:
[He] came in and... asked what was happening, who was running the showand announced he was going to if no one else was . . . and he wanted by
morning a list of everything that was short; if it was in the factory; when it was
going to be delivered...."
Thus began the 'Battle of Kansas.- Arnold allowed only six weeks for the completion
7

of modifications.6

Once again, Kenney managed to send a letter at the worst possible moment. On
1 April he wrote to Arnold that he now suggested Balikpapan and not Palembang as the

64. Kenney, Hadodf iatview, 59.
65. Kenney, diary easy for 12 Match 1944, Kinney Notebook.

66. Qwoted in Bequ, 55.
67. Bowem 323.
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*primary ol targOe

He again cfered um of the Drwin airfield for te

om

ishment

of the mission this time without requesng opeatioal onmtrol of the bombers." But
Kuter and Arnold both saw Palembang as the mne important target, and they left
Balikap

on the back burne. In his response to Kenney, Arnold mated his opinion

that no other strategic targets existed in the Southwest Pacific Area, making it wasteful
to station the B-29s there. This rebuff infuriated MacArthur and Kenney, but they
could do nothing more.m
Though he had finally given the cmmanders of the Southwest Pacific an
unequivocal response to their requests, Arnold still had significant problems with the
implementation of MATTERHORN. The Japanese launched operation ICHI-GO
in
April, with the express minim
o[t]o forestall the bombing of the Japanese Homeland
by American B-29s.70 In addition, by 30 April 1944 the Chinese had completed only

two of the Chinese bases from which AA" planned to operate the B-29s.

By 7 June,

however, the situation appeared good enough for General Marshall to inform General
Stilwell that the Joint Chiefs felt "that the early bombing of Japan will have a far more
beneficial effect on the situatim in China than the long delay in such an operation that

would be caused by the transfer of those stocks [B-29s] to [Major General Claire]
Chennault.0'7 General Hap Arnold had his own grand plans for the employment of the
Superfortress, and finally nothing stood between him and the realization of his goal.
H
On 10 April 1944, the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued the charter for the 20th Air
Force and designated General Arnold its executive agent. Officially activated six days
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am nit would trunscend th duphicity of command
~prior, the Joint Chiefs hoped thisnw
in the Pacific created by tie coexistece of Naval and Army organizatons. General
Marshall later eqxmoited this rationale:
is so great that the Joint Chis of Staff fel
113 power of these new bomert
that it would be une onomca to confine [tdam] to a single thetre. Thes
bombers, therefor, will reanin under the centraized control of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff with a Amngl commander, Geneal Arnold, acting as their agent in
dI&en thidr bombing operation throughout the wd. . o
Tids type of flexible, centraliizd control recognizes that very long-range
bombadmentis not a Weapon for the air forces alone.72
General Arnold offered the same reasons for maintai~ning control of the B-29s in
his post-war memoirs, albeit in a mre reostrative tone. Arnold did not want the
new bomber misused by the various narcissistic theatre conmmanders. 1he lack of unity
of command in the Pacific, where MacArthur and NiO== constantly vied for
operational supremacy, distressed Arnold. He claimed that this predicament compelled
him to retain command of the B-,29s: "ther was nothing else I could do, with no unity
of command in the Pacific. ~'7 The official AAP history of the war, however, makes
the non-committal observation that the papers of the 20th Air Force 'bear no trac of

demur on Arnold's part.'074
Whatever his rationale, Arnold quickly took charge.

On 6 June 1944, he

advised Wolfe that the Joint Chiefs required an attack on the Japanese home isands to
coincide with D-Day in fth Marianas, 15 June. Arnold selected the Imperial Iron and
Steel Works at Yawata, on the island of Kyushu, as the target for the raid. This plant

72. Georg C. Mardaha, New Yoi* Dhsam, 16 June 1944, 4.
73. Arnold, 348.
74. Craven and Cat., 5:35. Baker Waer revealed that while other air leaders had "no argument
with Geneal. Kminey's urn of aispower in tacical operatiouns, *the mintgic offeuxive againat Japan was
*adifferent kind of war.* Comeuqamty, they considered &e decisian to deny Kamy repnaalbiit for
its execution "a atnike of gunimus ha C. Baker, Interview by Chod Blldreh and Arthu Goldberg,
location unktnown, 22 May 1962, USAF Oral Huatry Inteview 627, 1.
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S.allegedly

produced 24 permct of Japan's

seL

TheMraid on Yawata shared American

headlines with Allied advances in Normandy and dhe ladinps in the Maianas, and
reporters immediatel~y noted the positive effec it had on Home Front nmaskl.76 Arnold
had finally delivered; bombs had fallen on tagt within the Japanese bomland.

Whatever his motivations for retaining operational control of the 20th Air Force, the
AAF commander deserves ultimate credit for the -rcc olishment of the Yawata raid.
General Arnold may have finally received his just reward for diligence, but his

imbroglio with General Kenney. continued. On 10 August 1944, Arnold ordered the
bombing of Palembang by aircraft based in India. B-29s flew a one-way distance of
1,900 miles before they reached dir target, and the small bomb loads that such
distance necessitated doomed the mission to impotency.•'
Colonel Giles, Chief of Staff for the 20th Air Force, visited the Southwest
Pacific Area in mid-August, with the meager results of the Palmabang raid fresh in his
mind.

MacArthur and Kenney succeeded in convincing Giles that results would

improve if Arnold sent four groups of Superforts to their theatre for strikes against
Balikpapan. 74 When Giles proved unable to convince Arnold of the same, Kenney sent
a letter to the AAF commander requesting only two groups for the same mission.
Arnold sent a cursory reply in the negative. 7 '
A final point of contention between Arnold and Kenney occunred just prior to
15 November 1944. Brigadier General Haywood S. Hansell, commander of the XXI
75. Bergr, 70.
76. New Yak TLmh,

16 June 1944, 1.
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Bomber Command of do 201h Air Force, recalled recmvifg a Ovey disturbinge letter
from Geneal Arnold while preparing for the fist sattk on Japon from fth Marinas:[Arnold) stated that one of his most brusted and respected
P air experts, General
George Kenney, Ind put himself in wditin and his reputation, on the lin to the
effect that the minsim as pianned could not be caried out. He contended dtha
the airplanes lackd the range ad that the Japs, would shoot dia out of the
air.tm
The significance of this statment lay not in the accuracy of General Kenney's
prediction (subsequent events proved him partially correct),"1 but rathier in the fat tha
at this late date MacArthur's air commnander continued to officiously intrude on

decisions tha lay wholly beyond his arm of concern
In due course General Arnold's insistnc on operations from, ft Marianas
proved advantgeous

Pionemle

before these bases became available, fth A"P

would have done betrto give the bombers to General Kenney. Logistical problems in
the China-Burma-India theaftr proved a me*o obstacle to effectie empoyen Of the
B-29.

As General Curtis

I.-Le~y, Hansell's successor as, commander ofXI

Bomber Command, latw recafled:
[When. ordered to Bly a mission out of China we had to make mome trips with
a B-29 [from Calcutta to Chengtuj and offload all fth gas we could, leaving
only e~.augh to get beck to Inda. On the eight trp we could transport a load
of bombs, top off with gas in China- and go drop them on Japan if fth weathe
was right. ...
So the logistical sitation. was hopeles in China.82
The United State Strategic Bombmj Survey (USSBS) als

critiie

the

decision to station B-29s iin China. In apparent reftere= to the JWPC Home Team,
the Survey noted that "Itjarget appraisal prior to the movement [of B-29s] had indicated

SO.

lAtte, How"f so Mx*o Jawmaw ML. Doyle, Decumber 1964, AFHRC #168.7004-64.

81. Operations spinet Japan fromn th Marimn's did not yield sindufctory results mii Arnold
relimed Hansul and placed Gmenerl LeAfy in commn. LeMay's muccms utww~ from his decisio to
use low-altituide incendiary attacks against Jap...se cities.
82. LeMay, quoted in iciohad H. Kabn and Joesqi P. Harsh.., eda., wnwegic Air Wadfar
(Waahingtoa. Officer of Air Force Mimicry, 198), 57. This baok in a joint oral history finteiew with
Generals LeA~y, Leon Johnson, David BurdaiaL, and Jack Catton
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~that top priority should be given to shippiing mthe than stel plants.

Aditionally,

Japan had so depileed her Mtel reserve by mid-June 1944 that attaks on that industry
had no appreciable, impect.

The 11851'

authors conclude that the fLow attacks

directed against steel plants bed lite ~efct on [the] Japanese stel, mappy.'
Mw1 Survey included more tdon a mere debiulng of the strategy that Arnold
proposed and instituted, howeve.
employment:
capabilditi

It went on to endorse Kienney's plan for B-29

[O]f even mom immediate concern [thm andte] to Japanse fighting

was the oil supply which largey depended on imports." A concentrated

attack on this precious commodity, coupled with a stepped up offensive against
shipping the SWPA, would have bed a greate military effect than the missions flown
from Chengtu.8
General Arnold, however, had to balance the: requests coming from his theatre
commander with the President's directives and desires.

The, air chief could hardly

justify sending SuperFoint Pesses to Kenney when Roosevelt had already expressed his
hope that the AAP would bomb the, Japanese homeland. In addition, Arnold's belief in
strategic bombing predisosed him to suppor the President's ideas on B-29
empoymntGiven Arnold's concerns and predilectio6ns1, Kinney did not help himself
by continuously badgering the air chit"' regarding use of the B-29. Other generals,
such as Eake and Spaatz, had their share of wartime disagreements with Arnold,85 but
they knew when and how to bow out and concede defeat Kinney not only failed to
concede, but also offered his petulant requests to Arnold at the most unpropitious
times.

This combination of hadeddesand bad luck served to try Kemny's

83. 138838, 7We FJfrwo Sv'wqlc omxbh

on Jap~ana War Economy (Wadaiagtuaw U.S.

Government Pthnting Office, 1946), 37, 45-46.
84. Ibi., 46, 63.
85. Letter, Siuutz 6D AMuM, 7 December 1944 and Latter, Atudd so Spa"tz 30 December
1944, AFHRC 8519.16M2 Mw. diqaie oudioed in dhem two letw. iqarWded thruuignmmnt of certain
bombardmet unit, to the Pacific dutmetu
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CHAPTER4
PASSED OVER
On 2 September 1945, General Kenney joined the top commanders of the
Pacific theatre on the battleship Misausw to watch General MacArthur receive the
Japanese surrender.'

With the war finally over, Kenney could look forward to the

peacetime battle for Air Force independence, in which he felt he would play a leading
role. General Arnold had made no secret of his desire to retire, opening up the
position of commanding general of the Army Air Forces.

Although Kenney later

denied that Arnold had ever seriously considered him for the position, many thought
him a top contender. 2 As early as 16 July 1945, Washington gossip suggested that
Kenney, who outranked General Carl A. Spaatz by a few days, would replace Arnold
around Christmas. 3 To contemporaries, this seemed especially plausible given Spaatz's
well-known intention,1o retire soon after the war ended.4
General Arnold, however, convinced General Spaatz to take the position of
commanding general and remain on active duty long enough to oversee AAF's fight for
independence.5 Although the two men's friendship played the dominant role in this
decision, Arnold also preferred that Spaatz succeed him due to the latter's close

1. Kenney, Rports, 576-77.

2. Kenney, Hasdorff interview, 62.
3. News clipping, labeled -Broadway," News, dated 16 July 1945, AFHRC #168.7103-27,

Kmnney Papers; and Phillip S. Meilinger, Hoyt S. Vandenberg: The Life of a General (Indianapolis:
Indiana University Press, 1989), 102.
4. Eaker, Tobin interview, 75.
5. Ibid.
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lationship with General Dwight D. Eisenhower, commander of the European Theatre
of Operations during World War II and now the Army Chief of Staff.

In January

1945, Eisenhower had lauded Spaatz as "the best operational airman in the world.06
General Eaker later described the relationship between the two men as a "primary"
factor in Eisenhower's support for an independent air arm.7 By tapping Spaatz as his
successor, Arnold hoped to capitalize on Eisenhower's belief in the need for a separate
air force.&
While General Kenney had the backing of General MacArthur, another advocate
of air autonomy, Arnold never considered the Pacific airman a prime choice to
command the AAF. First, MacArthur had only limited ability to support the AAF's
drive for independence. Eisenhower had returned to the United States soon after the
conclusion of operations in Europe. MacArthur, however, would remain in Japan to
command occupation forces for some time, thereby limiting the amount of attention he
could devote to the debate on air autonomy.

Second, and of greater importance,

Kenney had alienated himself from the leadership of the AAF during World War II (see
chapters 2 and 3). Moreover, he had not laid a solid foundation of friendship with
General Arnold prior to the war (see chapter 1).

As a result, Arnold felt little

obligation to further Kenney's career. 9
Although he did not have a favorable impression of Kenney, Arnold realized
that he had to treat the Pacific airman with some degree of consideration. Kenney had
emerged from the war extremely popular.

Coupled with Kenney's exceptional

speaking ability, this made him a valuable asset in the fight for autonomy. In addition,
6. Letter, Kuter to Arnold, 28 January 1945, quoted in Wolk, Planningand Organi'ng,212.

7. Eaker, quoted in ibid., 36.

8. Arnold later acknowledged the importance of Eisenhower in this decision. He wrote that the
two me had discussed whom to appoint as his successor as early as July, 1945. 'It was decided then
and ther that General Spaatz would take my place.
9. Kenney, Hasdorff interview, 93.

Arnold, 587.
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any summary treatment of General Kenney would infuriate General MacArthur. If this
occurred, the army general's prestige and influence could make the AAF's drive for
independence significantly more difficult. Consequently, although not selected for the
position of commanding general, Kenney received a consolation prize. In December
1945, Arnold appointed him the senior American officer on the Military Staff
Committee of the United Nations (U.N.). o
Kenney reveled in his new assignment. He later recalled that being sent to the
U.N. 'sounded pretty good, because if they did have a United Nations force big
enough to impose peace on the world, why boy that Air Force commander would be
the most powerful military commander in the world.""

The creation of such a force

did not seem such a distant prospect in the years immediately following World War II.
Article 45 of the U.N. charter directed that member nations provide military forces to
the Security Council for use in the preservation of international peace and security. 12
In light of Kenney's selection for this post, however, it seems unlikely that Arnold and
3paatz viewed the creation of a United Nations air force as a viable possibility. Rather,
the disparity between the international organization's high ambition and its actual
ability made it an ideal place to send Kenney. While Arnold and Spaatz appeared to be
giving him enormous responsibility, in reality they trusted him with next to none.' 3
This situation, however, bore little resemblance to the singular responsibilities inherent
in Kenney's next assignment.
On 21 March 1946, the AAF activated Strategic Air Command (SAC). General
Spaatz directed that this new command assume responsibility for "long range offensive
10. Military Service Summary.
11. Kenney, Hasdorff interview, 128.
12. New York Herald-Tribune, 17 March 1946, 17.
13. Additionally, Arnold and Spaatz never made statements in any way comparable to those
which Kenney made regarding the potential of the United Nations. For Kenney's impression of the lack
of trust he encountered, wse Kenney, Hasdorff interview, 125-26.
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operations in any pan of the world either independently or in cooperation with land and
naval forces.

For Spaatz and other air leaders, SAC represented the intellectual

progeny of the wartime 20th Air Force, which had conducted the strategic bombing
offensive against Japan. SAC now had control of all strategic air forces throughout the
world, independent of any theatre commanders. Ironically, the man who had fought
with the most tenacity to tie strategic operations to a specific theatre during World War
II now became SAC's first commanding general: George C. Kenney.14
Several factors influenced Spaatz's decision to appoint Kenney to this new
position. Given the importance assigned to independent strategic operations, the AAF
preferred that the commander of SAC hold the rank of four-star general.Is
conclusion of World War U1 the AAF had only four full generals:

At the

Arnold, Spaatz,

Kenney, and Joseph T. McNarney. Arnold had retired, and since Spaatz had taken his
place as the AAF commander, he had to chose between Kenney and McNarney.
During the war McNarney had served primarily in staff assignments; only afterwards
did he receive an operational command.16

In contrast, Kenney had distinguished

himself as an able and innovative combat commander during World War II. This made
him the only reasonable choice to head the new command.
As with the decision to send Kenney to the United Nations, however, the image
of Douglas MacArthur loomed in the background. When later asked for the rationale
behind his assignment to SAC, Kenney replied cryptically:

"I don't know.

Maybe

14. Hopkins and Goldberg, 1-2. While SAC theoretically controlled all strategic air forces,
note that the Pacific Air Command United States Army (PACUSA), which Kenney had helped establish
after the war and now under the command of Lt. Gen. Ennis C. Whitehead (the 5th Air Force
Commander during World War II under Kenney and a close friend), had merged the tactical and strategic
air forces assigned to the Pacific theatre. Furthermore, this command reported to General MacArthur,
not to AAF Headquarters. Borowski, 36.
15. Public Law 381, Officer Personnel Act of 1947, later codified this requirement.
16. 'There were rumors that Arnold did not like McNarney, thinking him insufficiently airminded. After the war, Arnold did not want McNarney on his staff...." McNarney served as acting
Supreme Allied Commander of the European theatre immediately after the war. Meilinger, 91.
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they didn't know what else to do with me.* 17

Although Kenney meant this statement

as a joke, he perhaps came surprisingly close to delineating the problem facing General

Spaatz. Again, neither Spaatz nor Arnold felt a great deal of attachment to Kenney,
but they recognized his political connections. Spaatz would probably have preferred to
give the position of SAC commander to someone else, anyone else, but doing so would
have raised the eyebrows of Kenney's supporters and elicited a number of inquiries.
Indeed, Spaatz may not have known what else to do with MacArthur's airman.
Although appointed to command SAC, Kenney also retained his post at the
United Nations.

Consequently, executive control of SAC fell to the Deputy

Commander, Major General St. Clair Streett. 18 General Kenney, meanwhile, spent his
time either at the United Nations or giving speeches around the country. The Assistant
Secretary of War for Air, W. Stuart Symington, urged Kenney "to accept all invitations
to make a speech." Symington welcomed the publicity that Kenney afforded the AAF
on the issue of air force independence. The garrulous Kenney needed little prodding;
he "didn't mind making speeches [he] believed in." As a result, when Kenney did get
away from the United Nations, he did so only to go "all ov-r the damned country
yelling for a separate air department."

Active command of SAC remained a low

priority.19
Not all of Kenney's speeches during 1946 centered on the issue of air
autonomy, however. The general had a propensity to speak on issues outside his area
of concern, repeatedly placing him at variance with the War Department. In January
1946, for example, Kenney expressed his view that the United States should place its

17. Kenney, Hasdorff interview, 129.
18. Hopkins and Goldberg, 1.
19. Kenney, Hasdorff interview, 135.
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armed forces at the disposal of the United Nations. General Spaatz promptly ordered
Kenney to refrain from issuing statements on other than military matters.20

General Kenney's comments, however, continued to venture beyond military
issues. In April 1946, Kenney gave an Army Day speech to the Military Order of
World Wars in Washington, D.C., expressing his disgust with "the small minded
cynics of the world" who "sneer[ed] at idealism." Comparing the situation facing the
nations of the world in 1946 with that facing the states of the Union in 1860, Kenney
admonished his listeners to "realign our national thinking even as eighty-six years ago
we had to realign our thinking on the scope of sovereignty of our internal states."21
Kenney did not limit his pro-United Nations activities to speech-making. A few
weeks earlier, in a meeting with Secretary Symington, Kenney pushed for increased
American involvement at the United Nations. In particular, he argued for a sizable
contribution of airpower. 22 The general apparently left that meeting feeling optimistic.
In a 27 March 1946 interview with the New York Herald-Tribune, Kenney stated that
the Military Staff Committee had begun to tackle the question of "raising international
forces." Furthermore, he predicted that the United Nations would agree to organize an
international air force first.23

These comments prompted a rejoinder from General Spaatz. Kenney defended
himself by criticizing others on the U.N. delegation whom he felt had breached security
by revealing classified information.

Kenney believe that Spaatz had misdirected his

criticism: "Instead of hopping on me for saying nothing, I'd like to see some action on

20. Message, Generals Eisenhower and Spaatz to Generals Kenney and Ridgeway, subj: Pacific
Islands, 16 January 1946, Series III, Box 5, Folder 4, Borowski Papers.
21. Kenney, Speech to the Military Order of World Wars, 6 April 1946, Washington, D.C.
AFHRC # 168.7103-27, Kenney Papers.

22. "Memorandum - Discussion with General Kenney - Points He Raised,* 14 March 1946,
Symington Papers.
23. Kenney, quoted in New York Herald-Tribune, 17 March 1946, 17.
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the ones who are really messing things up by giving secret information."

Kenney

failed to recognize that Spaatz's reservations regarding his remarks stemmed not from
any privileged information which he had revealed, but from the fact that Kenney had
again impinged upon political prerogatives. The spectacle of a senior military officer
dabbling in the policy-setting arena embarrassed not only General Spaatz and the AAF,
but the entire War Department. 24
Although Kenney's statements throughout this period suggest that the general
held an idealistic visioll for the future of the United Nations, one cannot dismiss the
possibility of other motivations. Kenney had an innate desire for public recognition, as
evidenced by his enjoyment of the attention he received when giving speeches,
interviews, or attending other public events.25 His endorsement of a powerful United
Nations Organization offered a convenient vehicle to obtain such recognition and satisfy
his ego.

The establishment of an international air force, with Kenney as its

commander, could only enhance his prestige.26 Thus, although Kenney expressed his
internationalist sentiments in earnest, his need for public recognition and sense of selfimportance reinforced his proclivity for an active United Nations.
Over the next several months, however, General Kenney grew disillusioned
with his U.N. post. Blaming American intransigence in failing to take the initiative on
the issue of an international force, Kenney recalled that "the [Military] Staff Committee
became a dead issue."

His later comments on the committee reveal the depth of his

24. Letter, Kenney to Spaatz, 4 April 1946, quoted in Borowski, 140. Spaatz probably also
took exception to Kenney's disclosure of American diplomatic intentions with regard to the atomic bomb:

"General Kenney said the American representatives on the Military Staff Committee had no intention of
introducing the subject of the atomic bomb in committee discussions, but the subject would not be barred
from discussion if any of the four other members of the committee... should elect to bring it up.
American policy in the matter would be determined at the [sic] time.

New York Herald-Tribune, 17

March 1946, 17.
25. Kenney, Hasdorff interview, 135. See also Borowski, 141.
26. Ibid., 128
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cynicism:

"They still meet; I thiik they meet once a month, adjourn, and decide to

meet the next month."27

In early June, Kenney received a confidential letter from Lieutenant General
Ennis C. Whitehead, commander of Pacific Air Command, United States Army
(PACUSA). This communication contributed to Kenney's growing discontent with his
position on the Military Staff Committee. Whitehead, a long-time friend and one of
Kenney's subordinate commanders during World War 11, wrote that "[t]he rumors
which I hear indicate that UNO [United Nations Organization] is taking an ever
increasing amount of your time and energy." Whitehead termed the world organization
a "dead pigeon," and suggested to Kenney that he ask Spaatz to release him from his
duties at the United Nations. This would allow Kenney to concentrate on his primary
2
responsibilities at Strategic Air Command. '

General Whitehead stressed the importance of SAC to the AAF throughout his
letter.

Noting that "Strategic Air Command will be the only military organization

which is truly organized and disposed for long range warfare," Whitehead urged
Kenney to seek AAF control of the guided missile program.

The PACUSA

commander also provided his old boss a list of those officers which would soon return
to the United States from the Far East. He felt that Kenney could tap many of these
personnel for staff duty at SAC Headquarters. 29 After attesting to his faith in both
Kenney's personality and ability, Whitehead closed his letter by reiterating his belief
that Kenney's duties at SAC must take precedence over concerns at the United
Nations.30

27. Ibid., 125.
28. Letter, Whitehead to Kenney, 5 June 1946, AFHRC # 168.6008-3. Whitehead Papers.

29. While Kenney remained at the United Nations, General Streett ran SAC Headquarters with

officers who had served on the staff of Continental Air Forces, which the AAF had disbanded when it
created SAC. Hopkins and Goldberg, 2.
30. Letter, Whitehead to Kenney, 5 June 1946, AFHRC #168.6008-3. Whitehead Papers.
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General Kenney took his friend's exhortations to heart.

A few days after

receiving Whitehead's letter, he called General Spaatz to inquire as to when another
general could take his place at the United Nations.

Spaatz replied that the War

Department had no four-star generals with which to replace Kenney. 31 Given this
situation, Whitehead turned his attention to recruiting a competent staff to run SAC in
Kenney's absence.
The PACUSA commander had Major General Clements C. McMullen hand
carry a letter to General Kenney in early July 1946.

Whitehead began on an ominous

note:
While you have had all your energies absorbed by your duties at UNO, you are
nevertheless completely responsible for the success of Strategic Air Command.
If anything should happen and units of the Strategic Air Command be called
upon for combat operations, the only thing which people would remember
32
would be that George Kenney was the Commander.
Whitehead wrote that he, McMullen, and Brigadier General K. B. Wolfe had discussed
the problem at SAC and determined that two of the three of them should return to serve
at Kenney's headquarters. He noted that working out the transfer would present some
difficulties, but prompt action on Kenney's part could alleviate many of the problems.
Reminding Kenney that "all we want to do is help you," Whitehead left the decision in
his friend's hands. 33
Whitehead's concern and assistance proved of no avail. Kenney chose General
McMullen as his deputy, but the transfer did not occur until January 1947.

By this

time, Kenney had finally wrenched himself free from the United Nations, "actively
assuming the duties of his new job" on 15 October 1946.34 In the period prior to his
31. Memorandum for Record, 11 June 1946, subj: Telephone conversation between Generals
Spaatz and Kenney, Series I1, Box 5, Folder 4, Borowski Papers.

32. Letter, Whitehead to Kenney, 4 July 1946, AFHRC #168.6008-3. Whitehead Papers.
33. Ibid.
34. Hopkins and Goldberg, 1, 7.
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arrival at SAC, Kenney's rhetoric cooled considerably. His speeches rarely mentioned
the United Nations, focusing instead on the debate over unification of the armed

forces. 35
In one of his last speeches as a member of the Military Staff Committee,
however, Kenney regressed.

An editorial in the Chicago Trbune, "Gen. Kenney

Confuses his Loyalty," lambasted the general for suggesting that "the United States
must be willing to yield its sovereignty to the world league." Citing the "disaffecting
influences of internationalism," the editors expressed their doubts as to Kenney's
suitability for taking command of SAC.

In their minds, Kenney had "disqualified"

himself for any post where he had responsibility for the defense of America:

"There

may be no alternative for him except to resign his commission."36
The fallout from this last flirtation with internationalism completed Kenney's
disillusionment with the United Nations and the Military Staff Committee. Whereas in
April 1946, he had played down the barriers of language and lauded the ability of the
Allies to compromise, he now pointed to such issues as cause of the committee's
impotence. At lunch in the Pentagon on 30 January 1947, Kenney presented Secretary
of War Patterson with his after-action report from his United Nations duties. He ended
on a decidedly pessimistic note:

"As to the future--I see little hope that the Military

Staff Committee will accomplish anything worth while during 1947."37
I
Soon after General Kenney left the United Nations to devote himself full-time to
the command of SAC, he involved himself in one of the most damaging controversies
35. For example, see "Address by General George C. Kenney to the Spokane Chamber of
Commerce," 25 September 1946, AFHRC #7103-27, Kenney Papers.

36. Chicago Tribune, 12 October 1946, clipping found in AFHRC #7103-27, Kenney Papers.
37. "Address by General George C. Kenney to the Military Order of World Wars," 6 April
1946; After-action report, labeled "Mr. Patterson's Lunch," 30 January [19471, AFHIRC # 7103-27,

Kenney Papers.
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of his career. 38 Kenney immediately made it clear to the AAF leadership that he did
not support development of the Consolidated-Vultee (Convair) B-36 bomber.
AAF had first conceived the B-36 in 1941.

The

It had planned development of the

intercontinental bomber so that, if England fell to the Nazis, the United States would
possess the capability to launch an air attack against Germany from North America. 3 '
The original specifications for the B-36 reflected this rationale. In the spring of
1941, the War Department notified Convair that it required an aircraft with a range of
12,000 miles and a ceiling of 45,000 feet.40 Later that same year, Convair proposed to
deliver the first experimental models within three years at a cost of $15 million. 4' By
1943, however, rising production costs and declining estimated capabilities prompted
General Arnold to express his reservations regarding the bomber.

He advised his

production chief to cancel the B-36 contract when and if progress slowed to an
unsatisfactory level. 42 In response to Arnold's reservations, AAF planners came to
view the B-36 as an interim bomber for the immediate postwar period rather than a
long-term acquisition. 43
After the war, problems with capability and cost-overruns continued to plague
the B-36 program.

In January 1946, the AAF chastened Convair for shoddy

workmanship and production delays.

The prototypes of the bomber, originally

scheduled for delivery in 1944, did not actually fly until August 1946. Despite press
reports indicating the widespread approval of air leaders with the B-36's maiden flight,
38. For an overall discussion of the B-36 controversy, see Murray Green, "Stuart Symington

and the B-36," (Ph.D. diss., American University, 1960).
39. General Cad A. Spaatz, ret., 'Why We Need the B-36, Newsweek, 11 July 1949, 21.
40. Memo, IA. Col. A. E. Jones , Materiel Division, to Convair, 11 April 1941, quoted in

Green, 61.
41. Memo, Lt. Col. Fredrick Bacher to General Vandenberg, 13 July 1948, quoted in ibid., 62.
42. Memo, Echols to Major General Chidlaw, 19 June 1943, quoted in ibid., 64.
43. Craven and Cate, 6:210.
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Convair now estimated the aircraft's range at less than 4,000 miles, an 8,000-mile
reduction from 1941 predictions. Additionally, by the end of 1946 the AAF had spent
nearly $390 million on the bomber program; Convair had originally estimated the cost
would not exceed $175 million."
Despite problems with the bomber, many key members of the AAF repeatedly
expressed their support for the B-36.

This advocacy sprang from air leaders'

recognition of the bomber's important role in air doctrine.

To them, the B-36

represented the "only completely new design toward the further development and
advancement of the conventional heavy bomber to which so much of the success of
AAF operations may be attributed." 45 Additionally, the Assistant Secretary of War for
Air, W. Stuart Symington, spoke highly of the B-36 as early as June 1945, and
remained upbeat regarding the bomber's potential through 1946.46 Thus when General
Kenney complained about the B-36's capabilities, he found himself in contention with
some of the AAF's most substantial opinions.
Kenney first expressed his opposition to the B-36 program in a letter to General
Spaatz in December 1946. The SAC commander not only deplored the lack of selfsealing tanks (which provided better protection from enemy bullets), but also asserted
that once Convair corrected this deficiency, the aircraft's estimated range dropped to
3,000 miles. He noted this "[was] not sufficient to permit the B-36 to reach and return
from profitable targets in Europe and Asia from bases in the United States or Alaska."
Furthermore, Kenney felt the B-36 lacked sufficient armaments. To him, the B-50 (a
modified version of the B-29) appeared superior to the B-36 in almost every area.

44. Green, 63-80.
45. Memo, BO E. M. Powers, Asst. Chief of the Air Staff, Materiel and Services, to LA. Gen
Bake, Chief of the Air Staff, 2 June 1945, quoted in ibid., 67.
46. Ibid., 73-74.
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Kenney closed his letter by urging a reevaluation of the AAF's plans to purchase the
new bomber. 47
General Spaatz did not share Kenney's estimate of the situation.

In a mid-

January 1947 speech, the AAF commander praised the B-36 and its range: "this plane
can carry 10,000 pounds of bombs 10,000 miles."43

Predictably, Spaatz's reply to

General Kenney reflected this bias. The commanding general initially told the SAC

commander that Congressional opposition precluded cancellation of the B-36.49 A
week later, Spaatz modified his position, informing Kenney that he supported the
bomber despite its problems. Spaatz did, however, acknowledge the validity of the
SAC commander's concerns regarding the range of the aircraft, noting that the AAF
planned to install a new engine in the bomber to improve its operational radius.50
Although Convair proceeded to build the experimental models of the B-36 over
the summer without this improvement, the United States Air Force (USAF) did pursue
the new engines. 5 1 In October, Spaatz proposed to the USAF Aircraft and Weapons
Board that Convair install variable discharge turbine (VDT) engines in the last thirtyfour B-36s off the production line.52 Every member of the board concurred with
Spaatz's suggestion except one. 53 General Kenney responded unequivocally: "There is

47. Letter, Kenney to Spaatz, 12 December 1946, quoted in ibid., 77-78.
48. Spaatz to Essex Club Dinner, Newark, New Jersey, 15 January 1947, quoted in ibid., 75

49. Lntter, Spaatz to Kenney, 16 January 1947, quoted in ibid., 80.
50. Memo, Spaatz to Kenney, 21 January 1947, quoted in ibid., 78.
51. The AAF finally a&-ieved its goal of independence in September, 1947, and became the
United States Air Force.
52. Memo, Spaatz to Aircraft and Weapons Board, 15 October 1947, quoted in ibid., 82-83.
53. Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, Investigation of the B-36 Bomber:
Hearing bWore the Commitee on Armed Services, 81st Cong., 1st Sess., 9 August to 5 October 1949,
55. Referred to hereinafter as B-36 Hearing.
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no future for this airplane."

He recommended postponing production until the

4
improved model became available.'

The air leadership did not object to Kenney's lack of enthusiasm for the B-36.
By this time, many other members of the Aircraft and Weapons Board shared Kenney's
reservations."3 They supported continuing production out of their desire to obtain for
the USAF some tangible return in light of the amount of taxpayer money it had
Kenney, however, ignored this line of reasoning and concentrated his

invested.

argument on the practical issues surrounding the bomber. To him it seemed clear that
if the B-36 did not meet requirements, the Air Force should cancel it. As Kenney put
it, "'i]f

the bomber had the performance and would do the job that I was charged with

carrying out, I would buy it."56
The Air Force leadership understood Kenney's concerns; they did not, however,
approve of his manner of expressing his position.

The SAC commander refused to

check the wording of his opinions, intent on convincing the Air Force to adopt his
position. Even once the USAF had decided to produce the B-36, Kenney refused to
acquiesce to the decision. Characteristically, Kenney demonstrated his political naivet6
and lack of tact through his persistent remonstrations against the B-36.
By late 1947, Kenney's reservations had filtered upward and reached the ears of
now Secretary of the Air Force Symington.

In a one sentence memorandum, the

secretary cautiously asked one of his subordinates to "look quietly in the B-36
contract."'

7

In the meantime, however, Kenney persisted in his annoying dissension.

At a meeting of the Aircraft and Weapons Board in late January 1948, Kenney stated
54. Memo, Splatz to Aircraft and Weapons Board, 15 October 1947, and 1st Indorsement,
Keaney to Sp1atz, 3 November 1947, quoted in ibid., 82-83.

55. Ibid., 73.
56. B-36 Hearing, 124.
57. Memorandum, Symington to Undersecretary Barrows, 29 December 1947, quoted in
Gree, 83-84.
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his belief that the value of the nuclear bomb precluded taking chances on its delivery to
a target, and *chances are that [in a B-36] it probably wouldn't get there.*-"
Over the next several months Convair surprised the USAF by issuing a new set
of figures for the projected performance of the B-36. In response to these revised
estimates, not in response to pressure from his superiors, Kenney finally modified his
position: *We should go ahead with the 100 [B-36s] now on order and utilize them as
best we can." Although still less than enthusiastic regarding the new bomber, Kenney
felt the Air Force could use it as a combat plane in 1948 while waiting for production
of the B-50. 5 9
After a trip to the Convair plant in Fort Worth on 26 May 1948, Secretary
Symington wrote to the Secretary of Defense, James V. Forrestal, that the criticism of
the B-36 "Isjust a lot of nonsense. "6 Symington also forwarded a cryptic message to
the Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, General Hoyt S. Vandenberg:
"All of us knew where much, if not most, of the criticism of this ship is [sic] coming
Most likely, the secretary's comments referred to General George C.

from."

Kenney.61
In a 25 June 1948 conference, however, General Kenney agreed with
Symington that the Air Force should continue the B-36 program.6 2

The SAC

commander had based his opposition on the technical failings of the bomber; once its

58. Kenney, USAF Aircraft and Weapons Board Minutes, 27-30 January 1948, 187, quoted in
ibid., 84.
59. Memo, Kenney to Symington, 29 April 1948, quoted in ibid., 88.
60. Letter, Symington to Forrestal, 26 May 1948, quoted in ibid., 91.
61. Letter, Symington to Vandenberg, 7 June 1948, quoted in ibid., 93. Symington's
comments could also have referred to the Navy, which had opposed the B-36 in favor of a new

mp-ercrr.
62. General Muir S. Fairchild, Vice Chief of Staff, Memo for Record, 25 June 1948, quoted in
Michael E. Brown, Flying Blind: The Politics of the U.S. StrategicBomber Program (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1992), 138. Note that the Air Force decided to purchase only 95 of the bombers.
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perfrmanc

had improved, Kenney felt that he could support a limited acquisition

program.' 3

Nonetheless, Kenney's frank and open opposition to the B-36 further

damaged his relationships with other senior Air Force officials.

That the SAC

commander's criticisms had a basis in fact does not alter the outcome of his actions.
Kenney's comportment during debates over the B-36 prejudiced his relationships with
both General Spaatz and Secretary Symington. The increasing degree of alienation to
which Kenney subjected himself did not bode well for the future.
II
Other issues besides the B-36 controversy contributed to Kenney's increasing
professional isolation. Even after returning to SAC in late 1946, the general continued
to give speeches around the nation arguing for a separate Air Force.

As a result,

Kenney severely limited the amount of time he spent at SAC Headquarters."

General

Kenney felt comfortable with his absence, however, for in January 1947, he finally
received the services of Major General Clements McMullen.

Kenney quickly made

McMullen his deputy commander and gave him sweeping authority to run the
command in his absence.63

"[Kenney] trusted McMullen," recalled Colonel C. S. Irvine, Kenney's chief of
staff at SAC Headquarters."

With public fears growing regarding the possibility of

war with the Soviet Union, Kenney's attitude regarding SAC capabilities remained
upbeat.

When asked by reporters in April 1947, whether "we could fight a war

tomorrow," the SAC commander responded with typical bravado, "Sure! We're not

63. Leter, Kenney to Symington, 18 June 1949, quoted in B-36 Hearing, 122-23.

64. Irvine, Kipp interview, 17.
65. Hopkins and Goldberg, 7.
66. Irvine, Kipp interview, 17.
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in too bad shape. We could do a job!"'67 Kenney failed to recognize the pernicious
effects his absence had on the operational readiness of his command.

McMullen's

personnel policies amplified the problems inherent in the period of budgetary austerity
which followed World War II (see introduction).
One of McMullen's policies sought to virtually eliminate non-flying personnel
from SAC. Reviving an institutional bias from the interwar years, Kenney's deputy
felt that only flight-rated officers had the requisite knowledge to run flight-support
operations.

This belief led directly to a brusque confrontation between Generals

Kenney and Spaatz. SAC refused the services of three quartermaster colonels that
AAF Headquarters had assigned to that command. General Spaatz wrote to General
Kenney on 6 May 1947, noting that he had agreed to take twenty quartermaster
colonels from the War Department. "[Y]ou and McMullen," he continued, "either are
unfamiliar with . . . my earlier directive to you or are failing to carry out that

directive."

After arguing that SAC's position seemed "absurd" in light of the high

qualifications of the three colonels, Spaatz closed his letter with a firm reminder to
Kenney of his obligations: "I expect that you and your staff will become familiar with
the Air Force policies and plans and will carry them out promptly and loyally.""
General Kenney's activity while SAC commander also estranged him from
Secretary Symington. In May 1947, Kenney arranged for a "maximum effort mission"
on New York City.

101 B-29 bombers flew over the metropolis in a "simulated

attack."'69 While it initially received a positive reaction from the press, some criticized
the Air Force for using alarmist tactics. Soon afterward, Symington wrote Kenney to

67. Los Angela 7mes, 9 April 1947, 1.

68. Letter, Spaatz to Kenney, 6 May 1947, Series III, Box 5, Folder 4, Borowski Papers.
69. Hopkins and Goldberg, 8. Note that the altitudes at which the B-29s flew over the city,

around 8,000 feet, would not have been flown in an actual high-altitude bombardment mission. Citizens
could not have seen the bombers had they flown at normal attack altitudes. In reality, then, the "attack*
was not a training mission, but a publicity stunt.
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express his chagrin over the negative effects the mission had on the public perception of
the Air Force. Even more importantly, the secretary added, "with people in very high
places the AF [Air Force] has a reputation for popping off."70
Kenney's opinion on the role of the service secretary also unsettled Symington.
Kenney felt that the Air Force Chief of Staff should not take orders from "anyone with
regard to aviation matters." The secretary should limit his role to defending the Air
Force before Congress and seeking appropriations. Kenney noted that the World War
II relationship between General Arnold and Assistant Secretary of War for Air, Robert
Lovett, paralleled his ideas. He later disclosed his belief that his position on this issue
7
adversely affected his chances to become Chief of Staff when Spaatz retired. '

Indeed, Kenney had fully expected that he would serve as the next Chief of
Staff.72 To his surprise, Spaatz chose General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Deputy Chief of
Staff for Operations, as his successor.

Vandenberg had served with Spaatz in the

European theatre during World War II where the two men had become close friends.
Arnold, too, had confidence in the young general, and likely had a hand in his
selection. Additionally, Vandenberg's uncle, Arthur H. Vandenberg, Sr., had served
as a Republican United States Senator for many years, chairing the powerful Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.

Rumors grew that Truman agreed to appoint the

younger Vandenberg as chief in return for political favors and foreign policy support
from the senator? 3
It seems more likely, however,

that Spaatz recognized

competence, preferring him to the other available generals.

McNarney, although the

70. Symington to Kenney, 30 May 1947, quoted in Borowski, 142.

71. Kenney, Hasdorff interview, 61.
72. Letter, Kenney to Vandenberg, 2 April 1948, quoted in Meilinger, 93-94.
73. Meilinger, 91-95.

Vandenberg's
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ranking general in the Air Force, lacked combat experience.7 4 General Ira C. Eaker
elected to retire at the same time as SpaatzJ 5 Finally, General Kenney had long since
divorced himself from the inner circle of the Air Force leadership. Still, Kenney and
the new Chief of Staff maintained an amiable relationship.

After hearing that Spaatz

had chosen Vandenberg as his successor, Kenney wrote to his new boss, expressing his
confidence and pledging "personal loyalty and utmost cooperation for the hard work
that seems to be facing us" despite the fact that he had expected the position.7
Kenney owed his primary loyalty, of course, to General Douglas MacArthur.
In contrast to his actions in 1944, MacArthur made no secret of his desire to run for
President in 1948.

Kenney had supported MacArthur's earlier bid for office (see

chapter 2), and in 1948, he once again chose to meddle in presidential politics. On II
May, Kenney wrote MacArthur, informing him that he had advised the production
manager from "Meet the Press" to approach the army general regarding an appearance
on the show.

Kenney felt the program could serve as an ideal forum from which

General MacArthur could launch his campaign:
The country has a tremendous number of problems facing it and people this year
particularly want the answers from someone they believe is qualified to give
them. A lot of them are puzzled as to your attitude and wonder just how
A short statement from you
interested you are in solving those problems....
would clear up some of these doubts.7"
Kenney's active support of General MacArthur, who ran against Senator Vandenberg in
78
several primary elections, did not endear him to the new Chief of Staff.

74. Ibid.

75. Eaker, Tobin interview, 15.
76. Letter, Kenney to Vandenberg, 2 April 1948, quoted in Meilinger, 93-94.
77. Letter, Kenney to MacArthur, 21 May 1948, Record Group 5, SCAP, Office of Military
Secretary, MacArthur Archives.
78. For a full account of MacArthur's quest for the Presidency in 1948, including his running
against Senator Vandenberg, see D. Clayton James, The Years of MacArthur, v. 3, 1945-1964 (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1985), 193-217.
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Being twice denied the top position in the Air Force must have disillusioned
General Kenney.

"After all," he later wrote, "no one likes to be 'passed over' by

someone junior in length of service. "

The poor quality of Kenney's relationships

with his superiors, which had only worsened during the postwar period, determined
that he would not serve as Chief of Staff. The erstwhile SAC commander's statements
while serving on the Military Staff Committee at the United Nations had embarrassed
the War Department; Kenney's persistent recalcitrance on the B-36 issue aggravated
and annoyed his superiors; his failed public relations schemes and opinion on the role
of the civilian secretary vexed Mr. Symington. By the summer of 1948, Kenney had
alienated his peers to the degree that he had no chance of serving as the next air chief.
If anything, the Air Force leadership looked for an opportunity to lessen Kenney's
prestige and influence, not increase it.
Meanwhile, General McMullen continued to exercise extraordinary control at
SAC Headquarters, and Kenney remained largely absent from his post. Still concerned
with his friend's and his country's welfare, General Whitehead tried to convince
Kenney to pay greater heed to his primary responsibilities. In May 1948, Whitehead
wrote his friend a lengthy letter discussing several courses of action he felt SAC must
take in order to prepare for war. He reiterated the somber responsibilities which faced
the Air Force:
reverses.

.

.

"George, if war comes, our country will initially suffer severe
.

It is time that you and I did something about our respective

responsibilities and did it officially and in writing."8°

By the time he received

Whitehead's admonition, however, Kenney's neglect of SAC's operational readiness
had already sealed his fate.

79. Kenney, Reports, 9.
80. Letter, Whitehead to Kenney, 10 May 1948, AFHRC #168.6008-3, Whitehead Papers.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
On 5 October 1948, the Secretary of the Air Force, W. Stuart Symington,
wrote to President Harry S Truman: "It appears advisable in the national interest to
reassign certain Air Force general officers."

The secretary requested the transfer of

General George C. Kenney from Strategic Air Command to Air University.

The

president's subsequent approval formalized a decision reached by General Vandenberg
several months earlier. 1

General Whitehead, writing to Kenney after the official

announcemet of the transfer, expressed his astonishment: "I was shocked at your new
assignment; shocked over your leaving SAC."

Whitehead proceeded to list several

possible reasons for the reasignmet, including int

rence from both the Navy and

an unidentified lieutenant general, and stated that he believed Vandenberg had

"acquiesced" to Symington in the decsion. 2 Whitehead ignored the two deciding
factors:

Kenney's had failed to prepare SAC for its critical mission of nuclear

deterrence, and his personality had estranged him from other Air Force leaders.
This process of alienation had its roots in the interwar period, when Kenney
worked in virtual isolation from his most significant cones.

Kenney never

belonged to "General Arnold's gang," 3 and indeed his relationship with the World War
H Army Air Forces commander never fully developed. This contrasts starkly with the

1. lAter, Syfingtao to Tnnun, 5 October 1948, Official File, Truman Papers.
2. Letter, Whitehead to Kamny, 24 September 1948, APHRC #168.6008-3, Whitehead Papers.
of amuy's remhignamit had occurred three days ear'lir, on 21 September
The official
-ammcoun

1948. Bacrwoi, •1,.
3. Eaker, Tobti interview, 26.
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relionhips between Arnold and two of Kenney's ablest contemporaries, Generals
Spat= and Eaker.

Both of these men became protdgds of General Arnold, following

him throughout their careers.
eeatedly raffirme

IFrherm•o•e,

while Arnold, Spaatz, and Ea

their commnitment to the doctrine of strategic bombing, Kenney

remained beholden to attack aviation through the Second World War.
Kenney's assignment to the Pacific theatre during World War II drastically
altered the terms of his interactions with Arnold.

The situation there required *a

cocky, enthusiatic little man like Kinney (who was only 5' 6" tall), but the secondary
status of the Pacific to the European theatre meant that Kinney would have to fight
constantly for resources and personnel. 4
disa

This fact alone prefigured most of the

ets he had with Arnold. The most dramatic example of this is what Major

General Haywood S. Hansell later characterized as a "bitter" contest for control of the
B-29 Su

Rf

bomber.

The Southwest Pacific airman fought with self-defeating tenacity and

s.5 Arnold and Kenney held two competing visions for use of the

aggravating endurance for the assignment of the B-29 to his command.

Arnold,

however, saw the aircraft from a strictly strategic viewpoint. He feared that theatre
commanders would dilute the long-term effectiveness of Superfortress operations by
employing it tactically. The futility of Kenney's pleadings and the depth of the ensuing
disagreement between him and Arnold becomes clear by superimposing Kenney's
barrage of requests over the vast array of pressures and constraints which influenced
Arnold's disposition. By the end of the war, the B-29 controversy, coupled with other
wartime disagremets, had caused a serious personal and professional rift to develop
between the two men.

4. Thu., 18 Jamny 1943, 28.
5. Haywood S. HUmel, Uodated mmucript "Auicm Air Power in World War I, - 285,
Swim I, Box 1, FodWer 1, Bkmell Papers. Hanmell later scratdhd ant the word bitter and replaced it
widt

word "active.
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From the end of the war to 1948, Kenney gave Arnold and his successors little
reason to revise their estimate of him. Kenney performed less than satisfactonly in his
post-war assignments at both Strategic Air Command and the United Nations. He often
made ile

statements which damaged the public image of the air arm and

embarrasd its leaders. Furthermore, during this period Kenney became involved in an
acrimonious dispute with his superiors over pyrocuremnt of the B-36 bomber.

His

persistent opposition to this project contributed to the further deterioration of his

rea

in

with his peers.

Kenney often blamed the lack of comity between himself and other air officers
on his friendship with General Douglas MacArthur. He later claimed that "MacArthur
resented what he considered Hap's interference" during World War II and that the
army general "scared' Arnold.'

Rather than hostility towards MacArthur, however,

Arnold and his prtft&held the charismatic army general in high regard. TIis respect
had its roots in the interwar years. Although unwilling to sacrifice the ground force
budget in order to promote airpower, these years did see MacArthur repeatedly advance
the air cause, earning praise from even the most zealous advocates of airpower. 7
During World War H, Kenney repeatedly rebuffed the air chief by giving his primary
loyalty to his theatre commander. He constantly reminded Arnold that he reported to

MacArthur, not AAF Headqu

. In 1944, Kenney's intense personal loyalty to his

commander extended to the political realm, as evidenced by his support of MacArthur's

rn-fated presidential bid.
After the war, air leaders recognized the close ties between Kenney and his
wartime boss.

They appreciated the sway that MacArthur held on Capitol Hill and

6. rammy, Haidaiff itarviw, 57. K•may cdaimed tot *Amo wa scared of (MacAud]u
became [heM wu sup
mdm [of Wet Point] when Arnold wa a cadeLu
However, Arnold graduated
from the Academy in 1903, and MwArtu did not become s

tpuintmdmat until 1919.

7. Tkis hnmpautao of MArthw's somewhat ioaitm mppot of tdo Air Coqs comm
The Yemi ofMa•cnhr, vol. 1, 180-1941 (Boston: HoughtoMiff in
CO.4Imy. 1975).
frm D. Caylmn Jam,
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* noted that despite his failed presidential adventure in 1944, the army general still had
political aspirations.

co

Should MacArthur realize his goal, Kenney could expect a

mmensafte rise in rank. Even if MacArthur failed in his pusuit, he possessed

sufficient political clout to shield Kenney from excessive ct.

Either way, the

air leadership could expect a sharp political reprisal should any iniquities befall
Kenney. Sigiantly, the Air Force did not relieve Kenney from his command until

the political" situation had progressed to the point where it minimized the negative
consequences such action might engender. By late-September 1948, MacArthur had
removed himself from contention for the Republican presidential nomination.
With MacArthur no lionger a factor and SAC's capabilities obviously below

standards, Vandenberg decided to relieve Kenney immediately rather than restate
SAC's r

Ib

and afford its commander another opportunity. Vandenberg saw

the situation as so critical that only such a bold action would alleviate the problem.
Additioally, the previous Chief of Staff, General Spaatz, had already indicated his

disapproval with Kenney and McMullen on several occasions. Nonetheless, Kenney
might have retained his position at SAC if he had maintained dose personal and
professioa ties with other Air Force leaders.

Not only might Vandenberg have

tolerated more from a personal friend, but the quality of communication between the
two men would have improved markedly.

Instead, the only personal admonitions

Kenney received regarding his negligent treatment of SAC came from Whitehead, a

lieutenant general stationed in Japan.
Vandenberg's failure to notify Kenney of his dissatisfaction with SAC's

perfoma

prior to deciding to relieve him provides unique insight into the political

machinations that occurred at the highest levels of the postwar Air Force. After World
War II, the AAF existed in an atmosphere charged by the politics of seeking
independence.

For ranking airmen, no other issue had the same priority as that of

gaining autonomy from the Army. No matter what their personal objections to General
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Kenney, the Air Force leadership recognized that his outstanding perfonnance dunng
the Pacific war and his superb speaking ability made him a model publicist for the Air
Force cause.

Although this recognition did not eimina

air leaders' reservaon

regarding Kenney, it did make them willing to tolerate his idiosyncrasie,

especially

since he still had the ear of the ever-political MacArthur.
Once the Air Force had gained its idpdec and MacArthur had eschewed
his 1948 presidential ambitions, the two faMors that had made Kenney respectively
valuable to and untouchable by the Air Force had evaporated. General Vandenberg
could then act on his opinion of Kenney as a difficult and egoistic subordinate. While
the existence of a Machiavellian plot to remove Kenney remains untenable, General
Vandenberg and his staff certainly did not attempt to help Kenney recognize and correct
his command's deficiencies.

Instead, the lack of capability at SAC presented a

convenient, albeit unimpugb, excuse for Vandenberg to relieve General Kenney.
Vandenberg's decision had far-reaching significac.

Most importartly, it

cleared the way for the rise of General Curtis E. LeMay, who eventually served as Air
Force Chief of Staff. LeMay took SAC from its feeble beginnings and created a
powerful atomic striking force at the forefront of America's national security policy.
Of course, LeMay had the benefit of both financial and moral support never enjoyed by
General Kinney.8 Still, the new commander deserves most of the credit for turning
SAC around. Within a year, LeMay had doubled the number of operational heavy
bombardment groups in SAC and added aerial refueling capability to the command's
armory.9
Meanwhile, General Kenney adjusted to his new assignment at Air University.
On 9 October 1948, the day before his transfer officially took effect, Kenney visited
Carswell Air Force Base, Texas, for the inauguration of the first operational B-36
S. apimw

d,

Iu•.

9. Holpines nd Gld

, 11-15.
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win&.
ah

He ipobn words of

nciliation,

atlonwith airleaders. "lam here ...

plying a palliative to his most recent
to lay to rest that ghost of the B-36 ...

It has had its teething troubles, of course, but in some ways it has had fewer teething
troubles than most new airplanes.'

0

Seeing the inevitability of his relief from SAC,

Keey's egism drove him to f6l gracefully frm opatonal command.
When asked about the causes of his reassin
abruptly:

ment years hat,

Kmey resxoded

I nevar argued about a transfer."I' Rather than attesting to his naivet6,

Kmney's curt refusal to specate implies that he understood the factors which led to
his relief. Knney realized that his transfer represented the completion of the process
of etnment tha he had begun during the 1920s. With this burdensome knowledge
weighing on his mind, the man whom MacArthur once lauded as the greatest air
commander of the war descended into the realm of hisorical. anonymity as the
2
commander of Air University.'

10. W&Akgtm Pon, 9 ocobe 194s, 1.
11. Keamey low ad•d,

I don't quedion my mu e or anything. I don't think

en was any

Maiaveflin plo or -ythig." Kamey, Baadouff intview, 153-S4.
12. Cale, SCAP Tokyo, J1mn DMcAruhur to Kmey, AFHRC 0168.7103-12, Kinney
Paper
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